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tikseen (1627) ja Tommaso Campanellan (1568–1639) Aurinkokaupunkiin (1623). Cavendishin huomioita valtiovallasta ja uskon-
nosta tarkastellaan myös suhteessa Rooman poliittisista ja uskonnollisista käytänteistä tehtyihin tutkimuksiin. Tämä vertailu liittää 
Cavendishin ajattelun osaksi poliittisen teoretisoinnin perinnettä, minkä lisäksi se osoittaa, että The Blazing World on osa varhais-
modernia poliittista keskustelua ja utopiakirjallisuutta. Cavendishin näkemysten tarkastelu tarjoaa uutta tietoa 1600-luvun poliitti-
sesta ajattelusta, sen luonteesta ja monipuolisuudesta, sekä toimii esimerkkinä aikakauden naisfilosofien tuotannosta. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1. Outline of the Thesis 

Margaret Cavendish, née Lucas, Duchess of Newcastle (1623–1673), was one of the 

first women of the early modern era who wrote and published books on philosophy. Her 

broad scope of interests ranged from metaphysics and science to political philosophy 

and ethics. Cavendish’s natural philosophy has received a great deal of scholarly atten-

tion over past decades
1
, and currently interest in her political thought is growing

2
. 

One of Cavendish’s best known political texts is the utopian novel The Description of a 

New World, Called The Blazing World (hereafter The Blazing World), first published in 

1666. Approximately one-third of the book concerns politics, containing a description 

of Cavendish’s ideal society. The political themes that she discusses cover forms of 

government, the relationship of state and religion, scientific inquiry, the fundamental 

values of a well-governed society, war and its justification and the qualities of an ideal 

monarch. Although there is research on several of the particular political topics of The 

Blazing World, such as forms of power
3
 and the qualities of the sovereign

4
, to date there 

exists no systematic overall presentation of the political arguments that Cavendish sets 

forth in her utopia. 

In this thesis I will offer a tentative reconstruction of Cavendish’s political thinking ex-

plicated in The Blazing World by summarising and systematising her main views on 

government and society as discussed in the book. Because of the nature and variety of 

political themes in The Blazing World, I will argue not only that Cavendish describes in 

the novel her own view of an ideal society and a well-organised government, but also 

                                                 
1
 E.g. Boyle, Deborah (2004): “Margaret Cavendish’s Nonfeminist Natural Philosophy”, Configurations: 

A Journal of Literature, Science, and Technology 12, no. 2 (2004), 195–227; Hutton, Sarah (1997): 

“Anne Conway, Margaret Cavendish and Seventeenth Century Scientific Thought”, in Women, Science 

and Medicine 1500-1700, edited by Lynette Hunter and Sarah Hutton, Sutton Publishing, Stroud, 218–

234; Keller, Eve (1997): “Producing Petty Gods: Margaret Cavendish’s Critique of Experimental Sci-

ence”, English Literary History 64, no. 2 (1997), 447–471; Sarasohn, Lisa T. (2010): The Natural Phi-

losophy of Margaret Cavendish: Reason and Fancy During the Scientific Revolution, Johns Hopkins 

University Press, Baltimore. 
2
 E.g. Boyle, Deborah (2006): “Fame, Virtue, and Government: Margaret Cavendish on Ethics and Poli-

tics”, Journal of the History of Ideas, 67 (2006), 251–290; Broad, Jacqueline; Green, Karen (2009): A 

History of Women’s Political Thought in Europe, 1400–1700, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge; 

Hintz, Carrie (1996): “‘But One Opinion’: Fear of Dissent in Cavendish’s New Blazing World”, Utopian 

Studies, Vol. 7, No. 1, 1996, 25–37; Holmesland, Oddvar (1999): “Margaret Cavendish’s The Blazing 

World: Natural Art and the Body Politic”, Studies in Philology, Vol. 96, No. 4, Autumn 1999, 457–479; 

Thell, Anne M. (2008): “The Power of Transport, the Transport of Power: Margaret Cavendish’s Blazing 

World”, Women’s Studies, Vol. 37, Issue 8, 2008, 441–463. 
3
 E.g. Hintz (1996), Holmesland (1999), Thell (2008). 

4
 E.g. Jowitt (1997), Fletcher (2007). 
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that her arguments, when interpreted together, form a synthesis that we today would call 

a theory of politics. This theory consists of three elements that Cavendish combines: 

politics and religion of the Roman Empire, Renaissance monarchy, and the Early Mod-

ern theorising of state as a legal person. To establish that Cavendish draws on these tra-

ditions and utilises them in her thinking, I will compare her political views to those of 

Thomas Hobbes (1588–1679), John Locke (1632–1704), Robert Filmer (ca. 1588–

1653) and Niccoló Machiavelli (1469–1527). I will also reflect Cavendish’s notions on 

government and religion in the light of surveys on Roman political and religious prac-

tices. As The Blazing World is a political utopia, I will analyse its differences from and 

similarities to some of the best known utopias of the sixteenth and seventeenth centu-

ries: Utopia (1516) by Thomas More (1478–1535), New Atlantis (1627) by Francis Ba-

con (1561–1626) and The City of the Sun (1623) by Tommaso Campanella (1568–

1639). My objective is to establish that Cavendish’s political thinking and utopian writ-

ing belong to the tradition of political theorising, and The Blazing World is an important 

contribution to the political discussion of the seventeenth century. 

In addition to The Blazing World and the abovementioned utopias, literature most rele-

vant to my thesis includes Susan James’s “Introduction” in Cavendish’s Political Writ-

ings, and the discussion of Cavendish’s political philosophy by Jacqueline Broad and 

Karen Green in their book A History of Women’s Political Thought in Europe, 1400–

1700. Of great importance are also the classic works of philosophers which Cavendish 

draws on, in particular Hobbes’s Leviathan, Locke’s Two Treatises of Government, 

Filmer’s Patriarcha and The Necessity of the Absolute Power of All Kings and Machia-

velli’s The Prince. 

I will begin this survey with a short introduction on Cavendish, The Blazing World and 

the philosophical relevance of seventeenth-century utopian literature. Cavendish sum-

marises her ideal society as one in which there is one sovereign, one language, one re-

ligion and one law (BW
5
, 87). The structure of my thesis and my systematisation of 

Cavendish’s political theory are based on this characterisation. I will first explicate 

Cavendish’s arguments in favour of absolute monarchy. I will explain how she justifies 

this form of government and what qualities her ideal monarch possesses. Next, I will 

discuss the subjects, social classes and hierarchy, science and its role in society and the 

monarch’s feelings regarding power. Then I will explore religion and its relationship to 

                                                 
5
 BW = Cavendish, Margaret [1666] (2003): The Description of a New World, Called The Blazing World. 

In Cavendish, Margaret (2003): Political Writings. Edited by Susan James. Cambridge University Press, 

Cambridge, 1–109. 
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monarchy, as well as religious and other ceremonies and their use in governing a com-

monwealth. I will finally describe Cavendish’s views on legislation and warfare, and 

summarise the nature and ends of her ideal society. 

1.2. Margaret Cavendish 

Margaret Cavendish, born into the wealthy Lucas family, received in her youth the tra-

ditional education of an aristocratic girl which included “Musick, reading, writing, 

[needle]working, and the like” (TR
6
, 43). Due to her mother’s conservative views on 

female education, she was never formally instructed in science or philosophy. Yet she 

used to listen to the conversations of the adults of her family, gaining a superficial but 

broad understanding of science (Whitaker 2002, 23). At the age of 20 Cavendish be-

came a maid of honour to Queen Henrietta Maria. She fled to France with the court in 

1644, and at the beginning of her exile of 16 years she met her husband, the future first 

duke of Newcastle, William Cavendish (1592–1676; hereafter referred to as Newcastle). 

Marriage introduced her to the Cavendish circle and Newcastle’s brother, renowned 

scholar Charles Cavendish (ca. 1594–1654) who had a wide range of scientific interests 

(James 2003, xi–xiii). Margaret Cavendish enjoyed listening to the learned discussions 

of her husband and brother-in-law, and from them she learned broadly about contempo-

rary science, philosophy and politics (Whitaker 2002, 116–117). 

Cavendish embarked on writing, the passion of her youth, to relieve her depression 

caused by civil war, exile and childlessness. She also satisfied her desire for fame (i.e. 

being remembered after her death) through authorship (James 2003, xviii). She began to 

publish her works in the 1650s. To make her writings better known she sent copies of 

her books to universities and philosophers acquainted with her family, such as Hobbes 

and the Cambridge Platonist Henry More (1614–1687), hoping to engage in scientific 

and political discussion with her contemporaries (James 2003, xix). She was a prolific 

writer and during her lifetime she published 11 volumes of books, including poetry, 

plays, letters and philosophy. Cavendish’s political views are scattered across her texts 

and volumes of publications, and they can be found in The World’s Olio (1655), Ora-

tions of Divers Sorts (1662; hereafter Orations), Sociable Letters (1664) and Philoso-

phical Letters (1664). The most comprehensive presentation of her political philosophy 

is the utopian novel The Blazing World, where she explores the political themes that 

interested her most (James 2003, ix). She never compiled a political treatise and she 

                                                 
6
 TR = A True Relation of My Birth, Breeding, and Life. In Bowerbank, Sylvia; Mendelson, Sara (eds.) 

(2006): Paper Bodies: A Margaret Cavendish Reader. Broadview Literary Texts Series, Broadview Press, 

41–63. 
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even writes in Philosophical Letters that studying politics is a waste of time for women, 

who are excluded from public life (James 2003, xix). Yet Cavendish herself devoted 

time to theorising about politics, and The Blazing World is a good example of the nature 

and depth of her political interests. 

Cavendish attempted to create an image of herself as an independent thinker, who was 

original, uneducated and isolated (Battigelli 1998, 7; Whitaker 2002, 180; 262). She 

claims that she never read books on philosophy or had any conversations with the 

learned men who visited the Cavendish household, such as Hobbes, even though she did 

discuss scientific topics with her family members (James 2003, xii; xv; Battigelli 1998, 

46). However, it is reasonable to be sceptical of Cavendish’s statements at least on her 

reading and acquaintance with philosophical works. Whitaker provides convincing evi-

dence that in the 1650s and 1660s Cavendish did read philosophical and scientific texts 

once they were starting to be available in English, the only language she knew 

(Whitaker 2002, 116–120; 254–255). 

Cavendish’s texts, including The Blazing World, reveal that she received influence from 

several political theorists and philosophers of the seventeenth century as well as think-

ers of the previous centuries. Firstly, her political philosophy was inspired by Newcastle 

from whom she mainly learned about politics. Even though he is not a prominent politi-

cal philosopher or regarded as unique in his theorising, he wrote a comprehensive letter 

of advice to Charles II in the 1650s. His political views can be found in this letter that 

was first printed and published only in the 1900s. The influence of Hobbes is evident in 

Cavendish’s thinking. Hobbes was a close friend of Newcastle and Charles Cavendish, 

but there was no personal relationship between Margaret Cavendish and Hobbes, who 

attempted to keep his distance from her (Battigelli 1998, 65–66). In spite of that, 

Cavendish did read his political writings, at least De Cive (Whitaker 2002, 190) and 

Leviathan (Battigelli 1998, 65). Hobbes used to have conversations on politics and phi-

losophy with Newcastle and Charles Cavendish, and it is possible that Margaret Caven-

dish overheard some of these discussions even though she did not participate in them 

(Broad & Green 2009, 205). 

Margaret Cavendish clearly draws on Filmer’s patriarchalism. Filmer wrote several es-

says and short treatises in favour of absolute monarchy, some of which were published 

anonymously in his lifetime in the 1640s and 1650s (Sommerville 1991, xi–xiv). The 

main views that he explicated in those texts are also present in Patriarcha, his posthu-

mously published book that is his best known writing today. Filmer’s political theoris-
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ing was already being discussed in the mid-seventeenth century (Sommerville 1991, 

xiv), and it must have reached the Cavendish household, too. Based on The Blazing 

World, it is likely that Cavendish was also informed about the political thought of the 

Middle Ages and Renaissance, including works of Machiavelli, as well as Roman his-

tory. Machiavelli also influenced Cavendish’s thinking indirectly, as Newcastle draws 

heavily on him in Advice. 

In addition to political theories and history, there are also two English queens whose 

influence is evident in The Blazing World and who serve as an inspiration for the fic-

tional character of Cavendish’s ideal monarch. One of them is Queen Elizabeth I, whom 

Cavendish and Newcastle admired, whom they held an idealised view of, and whose 

reign they mythologise in their writings (Broad & Green 2009, 218; Jowitt 1997, 389). 

Cavendish incorporates many elements of the Elizabethan era and the character of 

Elizabeth I into her political thinking, as I will show below. She was also influenced by 

Queen Henrietta Maria whom she both admired and criticised (Battigelli 1998, 11), in-

cluding some of her qualities and political practises in the description of her ideal soci-

ety and the ideal sovereign. 

1.3. Seventeenth-Century Utopian Literature, Political Philosophy and 

The Blazing World 

In the seventeenth century utopian writing was popular especially in England due to the 

social and political conditions of the era. There were wars and confusion, the concept of 

government and the reasons for political power were changing and new social classes 

were becoming prominent in public life. Collapsing governments, disappointments with 

old systems and the shocking events of the English civil war made thinkers inquire into 

alternative political systems (Fowler 1996, 42). In the tumult of these pervasive 

changes, utopias provided an escape from reality and at the same time they operated as 

guides to social evolution and reform (Davis 1981, 9). Meanwhile colonialism was ac-

celerating and utopias were a means to explore the nation’s becoming a conquering 

power (Boesky 1996, 8). 

This social and political context is reflected in the characteristics of seventeenth-century 

utopias. They are typically imaginary and they describe a society that exists nowhere in 

the actual world. They are characterised by timelessness or, alternatively, they can occur 

in a time that is long gone or is yet to come. As Davis puts it, utopias transcend not only 

place but also time (Davis 1981, 14–15). They are fictional descriptions of political sys-

tems often in the form of a novel or a dialogue. More specifically, many utopias are 
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travel narratives where a traveller recounts an adventure to a distant time or place that is 

accidentally found (Boesky 1996, 15). This literary form distinguishes utopias from 

political treatises with explicit arguments directed at a certain existing society and its 

political system. 

In spite of their fictional form, seventeenth-century utopias are relevant from the view-

point of political philosophy because politics is their major theme. They describe what a 

good life would be (Levitas 1990, 1). They can be a form of criticism of existing condi-

tions, although they usually depict a new and complete political system with the most 

fundamental institutions and the role of individuals in society. They are especially con-

cerned with how the government is organised in the society that they portray (Boesky 

1996, 15). Because utopias often introduce institutions that form the basis for the new 

and perfect society, they are also normative and they explicate how government ought 

to be arranged. There is, however, no consensus among critics on the relationship be-

tween utopia and change. The fictional nature and the lack of transfer mechanism indi-

cate that utopias cannot be used as political programs (Davis 1981, 376). On the other 

hand, Thomas More wrote Utopia for King Henry VIII and intended it to serve him as a 

book of advice (Whitaker 2002, 230). Even if utopias in general or at least some of 

them were not political programs for practical action, they could provide guidance and a 

goal at which social change and progress could aim, even if it was only partly realis-

able (Levitas 1990, 4–6). Political utopias not only describe an ideal government but, in 

my view, they also explain why it is the best possible political system. This justificatory 

element distinguishes utopias from literary fiction, and it renders utopias a form of po-

litical theorising. After all, utopias contain the same elements as political treatises al-

though they are written in a different style. 

The Blazing World is a description of a young lady who is kidnapped one day from her 

home by a foreign naval merchant. Gods, avenging the unjust act, raise a storm that car-

ries the boat with the Lady and the kidnappers to the North Pole. The crew perishes in 

the cold, and “the young lady only, by the light of her beauty, the heat of her youth, and 

protection of the gods” survives (BW, 8). Eventually, the boat enters another world, the 

Blazing World. The Lady is received with utmost respect by the inhabitants who regard 

her as a deity and wish to worship her. They present her to their Emperor who marries 

her and abdicates in her favour. The Lady becomes the Empress, and she rules the Blaz-

ing World well. She is advised by the Duchess of Newcastle, a fictionalised version of 

Cavendish herself (Hintz 1996, 32), who comes from her own world to help the Em-
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press at times of need and becomes her good friend. After having been in power for 

some time, the Empress learns that there are conflicts in the world where she was born, 

and many nations are about to begin a war against her native country. She prepares an 

army and travels back to her native world to successfully defend her country against its 

aggressors. 

The Blazing World was first published in 1666 with Observations upon Experimental 

Philosophy (James 2003, xx). An appendix to Cavendish’s more explicitly philosophi-

cal work, The Blazing World was perhaps inspired by Johannes Kepler’s Somnium
7
 and 

Bacon’s New Atlantis, both of which are descriptions of imaginary voyages that sup-

plemented the scientific works of their authors (Whitaker 2002, 287; Cottegnies 2010, 

73). Cavendish tells her readers in the preface to The Blazing World that the first part of 

the book is “romancical, the second philosophical, and the third is merely fancy, or (as I 

may call it) fantastical” (BW, To the reader, 6). However, as Rees notes, this division is 

not very clear (Rees 2003, 178). Cavendish does not distinguish between reason and 

fancy
8
, and the two elements are typically intertwined in her texts. She holds that reason 

and fancy are compatible because they both are made of rational parts of matter, that is, 

they both are aspects of the human rational mind (BW, To the reader, 5–6). It is unsur-

prising that The Blazing World, too, consists of several styles and genres that are mixed. 

Due to the mixture of genres, The Blazing World is somewhat “irregular”, and not 

strictly scientific (Fletcher 2007, 136–138). In the seventeenth century the Royal Soci-

ety provided guidelines for scientific writing, literature and poetry, but Cavendish does 

not follow them, using instead associative writing, metaphors, analogies and symbolism 

– methods and styles that became appreciated only later (Pohl 2003, 61–63). Cavendish 

received no formal education, which may explain the lack of formality, a feature com-

mon to many female philosophers of the early modern era (Hutton 2003, 189). On the 

other hand, many critics suggest that narrative form and mixture of genres are a care-

fully thought out decision (e.g. Battigelli 1998, 8–9; James 2003, xix; Rees 2003, 5). 

Battigelli argues that Cavendish identifies herself as an exile; her physical exile, social 

conventions of the seventeenth century and her bashful nature disabling her from social 

interaction, she created masks behind which she could appear in public and which she 

would utilise in her writing, too (Battigelli 1998, 6–7). Cavendish indeed seems to be 

                                                 
7
 Somnium by Johannes Kepler (1571–1630) is a utopian fantasy novel that was published posthumously 

in 1634. In this novel Kepler discusses the scientific themes that he explored in his explicitly scientific 

texts, too. 
8
 Fancy, or imagination, means for Cavendish a voluntary invention of something new by the rational 

mind (BW, To the reader, 5–6). 
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comfortable with discussing politics indirectly through fiction in The Blazing World. 

Moreover, as I will explain later on, she was in favour of limiting the freedom of speech 

and disallowing discussion of controversial topics such as politics. Her own writing 

career would have been in contradiction with her conviction if she had written overtly 

political and scientific texts. Finally, Cavendish could express more of her views in a 

utopia while being safe from criticism that she might have faced if she had published 

her theory of politics in the form of a political treatise (James 2003, xix). 

Although this interpretation is plausible, irregularity of style was not necessarily 

Cavendish’s conscious choice. Whitaker suggests that Cavendish was dyslexic, which 

prevented her from expressing herself with the level of precision usually required from 

scientific and political treatises (Whitaker 2002, 169–170). Dyslexia would also explain 

why Cavendish never learned foreign languages even though she lived in France and the 

Netherlands for 16 years. Even though later in life she became an avid reader of books 

on philosophy, she preferred oral learning over learning by reading, being able to re-

member well family conversations, which is another indicator of dyslexia (Whitaker 

2002, 255; 116). 

Speculations on style aside, The Blazing World is undoubtedly philosophically interest-

ing. On the surface Cavendish seems to provide no clear political arguments or reasons 

for their support, and her text is rather an assertive catalogue of facts and events. A 

closer look reveals that Cavendish does set forth arguments on her political views and 

offer reasons to support them. They are not explicit but they are instead embedded in the 

text. Because of this, and the mixing of fiction and philosophy, her philosophical and 

political views have to be discerned from the narrative that at first glance seems purely 

fictional. This method of reading reveals that The Blazing World is essentially a mani-

festation of Cavendish’s political views that, when combined, form a theory of politics 

(Boyle 2006, 253). Monarchy and the organisation of government are central themes of 

The Blazing World (James 2003, xxi; Thell 2008, 462). In the book Cavendish discusses 

the “justification of war itself; the legitimacy of monarchical government; the signifi-

cance of social order; the relation between church and state; and the best means to main-

tain peace and increase property” (James 2003, xxiv). Thell describes The Blazing 

World as “a dazzling meditation on power” (Thell 2008, 462), referring to its political 

significance. Battigelli holds that Cavendish responds to the scientific and philosophical 

views of her contemporaries, such as Gassendi, Hobbes, Descartes and More, in her 
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writings, including The Blazing World (Battigelli 1998, 9). Critics are, therefore, 

unanimous on the political relevance of The Blazing World. 

In addition to being a presentation of Cavendish’s theory of politics, The Blazing World 

contains elements that are typical of mirrors-for-princes, books of advice that were writ-

ten for rulers. One of the best known representatives of this genre is Machiavelli’s The 

Prince, in which Machiavelli discusses the ruler’s relations to enemies, allies and sub-

jects, presenting famous leaders from history, such as Scipio and kings of France, as 

examples that a ruler should or should not emulate. Although The Prince seems to have 

little in common with The Blazing World in terms of style and structure, the themes of 

the two books are similar. Both texts were also born in comparable contexts. Cavendish 

wrote The Blazing World after having experienced a long exile with the royal family, 

and Machiavelli compiled The Prince when the rule of the Medici was being reinstated 

after the family had lived in exile for years (Skinner 1988, xii). The Blazing World can 

indeed be seen as a subtle and general guide for a ruler. Cavendish describes in her uto-

pia an ideal sovereign, the Empress, possibly wishing that a reasonable monarch, per-

haps a future queen, would govern a nation after the manner she depicts. 

Some readings of The Blazing World are more or less overtly feminist
9
. They explore 

Cavendish’s thoughts on female self, empowerment of women and women’s role in 

general in seventeenth century England. Although I find them carefully researched and 

valuable contributions to the discussion on Cavendish’s political philosophy, they offer 

a rather limited image of her thinking. There is more to The Blazing World than feminist 

considerations. In what follows I will argue that there is also a more general and neutral 

theory of politics to be discovered in the book. 

2. One Sovereign 

2.1. Form of Government 

In The Blazing World Cavendish argues for absolute monarchy which she considers to 

be the best form of government. Cavendish and the Lucas family were firm and loyal 

supporters of monarchy (Fowler 1996, 38). Throughout her writings, Cavendish argues 

in favour of monarchy and claims other forms of government to be unstable and inferior 

(Broad & Green 2009, 222). She does realise, however, that some monarchies can also 

be imperfect. During her time as a maid of honour Cavendish developed a strong dislike 

                                                 
9
 E.g. Trubowitz (1992), Fletcher (2007), Battigelli (1998). 
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of the unhealthy aspects of court life that she observed, such as factions, struggles for 

power, flattery and envy (Whitaker 2002, 47–55). Newcastle was treated after the resto-

ration in a manner that Cavendish found unjust, and she was deeply disappointed by the 

fact that he was not granted a good government office in spite of his loyalty to the royal 

family before and during the long exile (Whitaker 2002, 234–244). Cavendish’s per-

sonal negative experiences failed to undermine her belief in monarchy, but they quali-

fied her concept of it. She believed in the superiority of good absolute monarchy organ-

ised in the manner that she explicates in The Blazing World. Newcastle shared her view 

and he was also a strong supporter of the royalist cause. He considers it self-evident that 

monarchy is the best form of government, which is why he finds no need to provide 

arguments to support it in Advice. 

Other authors of the seventeenth century hold differing views on the best form of gov-

ernment. Filmer argues that monarchy is the only possible and therefore the best form of 

government, having “the best order, the greatest strength, the most stability and easiest 

government” (Patriarcha, 24). He contends that monarchy must be absolute because 

limited sovereignty is a contradiction in terms (Sommerville 1991, xvi). If the sover-

eign’s power is limited in a monarchy, the form of government ceases to be monarchy 

but becomes “a popular government”, i.e. democracy (Necessity
10

, 182). Divided sover-

eignty in turn is a recipe for anarchy (Sommerville 1991, xvi). Even though Hobbes 

examines the nature of political power itself instead of different forms of government, 

he considers absolute sovereignty to be most efficient and finds democracy, for exam-

ple, deficient believing that it is the cause of factions and chaos (Ryan 1996, 235). 

Monarchy is not the only alternative as he notes that the sovereign power can be held by 

one person or an assembly (L XVIII, 121
11

). Locke, however, criticises absolute monar-

chy and explicitly denies its superiority because according to him, it leads to conflicts 

and instability (STG
12

 §90–93, 344–346). Yet he writes that a community can choose 

any form of government or even establish a mixed form of government if it desires to 

do so (STG §132, 372). 

                                                 
10

 Necessity = Filmer, Sir Robert [1648] (1991): The Necessity of The Absolute Power of all Kings: And in 

particular, of the King of England. In Filmer, Sir Robert (1991): Patriarcha and Other Writings. Edited 

by Johann P. Sommerville. Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 172–183. 
11

 L = Hobbes, Thomas [1651] (1991): Leviathan. Edited by Richard Tuck. Cambridge University Press, 

Cambridge. The Roman number refers to chapter and the Arabic number to page. 
12

 STG = Locke, John [1689] (1967): Second Treatise of Government. In Locke, John [1689] (1967): Two 

Treatises of Government. A Critical Edition with an Introduction and Apparatus Criticus by Peter Laslett. 

Cambridge University Press, Cambridge. 
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Utopian authors, too, argue for several different forms of government. More describes a 

communist society in Utopia. He depicts the government from a sociological point of 

view without explicating the details of the political system, and his sketch of the organi-

sation and operation of the national government is very imprecise. He only mentions 

that every town in the island of Utopia “sends three of its older and more experienced 

citizens to an annual meeting at Aircastle [the capital city], to discuss the general affairs 

of the island” (Utopia, 70). Most decisions are made at the level of local government, 

and More emphasises the role of local administration (Utopia, 74). The form of gov-

ernment in More’s ideal society seems to be purely communist. Campanella’s City of 

Sun is communist, too, but it is governed by a Prince Prelate, the Metaphysician, who is 

the head of state and is assisted by three princes who are lower level officials (City of 

Sun, 31; 33; 37). All citizens can take part in making decisions at general council (City 

of Sun, 93; 95). The society is, therefore, a mixture of communism and aristocracy with 

a hint of democracy. Bacon does not explicitly discuss the form of government or de-

tails of administration in New Atlantis. According to Cottegnies, his ideal society, Ben-

salem, is an aristocracy where scientists serve as governors (Cottegnies 2010, 81). 

Cavendish’s ideal society is governed by a sovereign, in her utopia by the Empress, 

whose power is absolute. Cavendish does not distinguish the power of the monarch 

from that of the state in The Blazing World: all power is concentrated to the Empress 

who is the subject of all political authority. In The Blazing World, the political body is 

personified in the Empress. In terms of the distinction between “body natural” and 

“body politic”, Cavendish’s ideal monarch has a natural body that is subject to deterio-

ration, and while she is in power, she is also the personification of the commonwealth’s 

politic body that lasts over time. The politic body represents the monarch’s immortal 

power and authority that is conferred to her by God (Broad & Green 2009, 92). This 

view of two bodies was widespread in the seventeenth century and Bacon, for example, 

takes it for granted that the king has both a politic body and a natural body (Bacon 

1841, 177). 

Cavendish’s choice of viewpoint in The Blazing World and the nature of the political 

questions that she addresses strongly support the reading that the sovereign is equated 

with the state. In many utopias the life of average citizens and their daily routines are 

described in detail, for example in Utopia and The City of Sun, New Atlantis being an 

exception, but in The Blazing World Cavendish is silent on the conditions of the com-

mon people. All her attention is on the sovereign, her political pursuits and endeavours, 
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and she does not describe other political bodies of her ideal commonwealth. This sug-

gests that there are no separate political bodies that would hold authority in legislative 

or other political matters. The sovereign as an institution is one, a unity that holds all 

power in a similar manner to the Hobbesian sovereign. In this sense Cavendish’s utopia 

is a description of the nature of the highest political power. Cavendish departs here from 

Filmer, as his absolute monarchy includes a parliament even though its significance and 

powers are limited. Parliament exists only due to the benevolence of the king, and it can 

present merely “supplications and requests” to the king who is not required to obey it or 

follow its suggestions (Necessity, 176). Filmer holds that providing councils with power 

over the sovereign in decision-making processes would be the ruin of both the monarch 

and the subjects due to the disturbances that such a shared power would cause in society 

(Necessity, 182). Even though his views come close to those of Cavendish, an important 

difference is that she chooses to refrain from establishing a parliament altogether. 

Identifying the monarch with the state also reflects Cavendish’s nostalgic admiration of 

the reign of Elizabeth I and James I, even though she does not mention the latter in The 

Blazing World. She revered the English monarchy of the late sixteenth and early seven-

teenth centuries, an era characterised by strong monarchs who held absolute power over 

their subjects and dominions. It was a reign during which sovereignty was characterised 

by mysticism, in which monarchy was based on bloodline and tradition, and the power 

and authority of the monarch remained unchallenged (Trubowitz 1992, 231; 235). Such 

mysticism and authority are also present in The Blazing World. 

Moreover, Cavendish seems to hold that once monarchy is well established, it guaran-

tees the well-being of the nation as a whole. When the sovereign is the only political 

body of the commonwealth, the condition of the monarch becomes the central question 

of the theory of politics. Cavendish therefore follows the Renaissance tradition, repre-

sented by Machiavelli, for instance, where the focus is less on the machinery of gov-

ernment but where the spirit of the ruler is seen as most important for the welfare of the 

commonwealth (Skinner 1978a, 45). According to this view, the government and the 

state function well as long as the ruler is virtuous. More, also a Renaissance theorist, 

admits that “the welfare of a state depends entirely on the quality of its administrators” 

(Utopia, 107)
13

. 
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 Since More argues for a communist society and describes how the Utopians have liberated their 

neighbouring nations from dictatorships and rendered freedom to the people, he uses the term administra-

tors instead of rulers or governors. By that term he refers to the officials who hold the highest power in 

the government, and so administrators can be regarded as equivalent to rulers. 
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At the same time, the fact that Cavendish scrutinises the sovereign as the sole political 

body of her ideal commonwealth renders The Blazing World more clearly a political 

text. As Boesky argues, in the centre of Cavendish’s investigation of her ideal society is 

monarchy as an institution (Boesky 1996, 133). For example, in the political treatises of 

Hobbes, Locke and Filmer the main object of study is government and its institutions. 

In spite of this similarity, the difference remains that Cavendish’s interest is focused on 

the person of the sovereign and the sovereign is the only political body of the common-

wealth. The contrast to Hobbes and Locke is evident, both of whom represent the mod-

ern understanding of state where the commonwealth becomes a legally constructed en-

tity distinct from the person(s) in power (Skinner 1978b, 355–358). Cavendish’s notions 

conflict in particular with those of Locke. In his theory, the politic body of a common-

wealth consists of governors whose function is to execute the law of nature, the right to 

which is provided to them by the citizens (STG §89, 149). However, the politic body is 

not identical to the natural bodies of the governors. Although Hobbes holds that a com-

monwealth needs a powerful sovereign that can be either one person or an assembly of 

men that is the representative of the subjects, the sovereign as an institution is distinct 

from the person or persons in power. Hobbes and Locke explicate what duties the rulers 

have and what rights have been conferred on them by the citizens, while Cavendish 

seems to hold that the scope of rights and duties is in the discretion of the sovereign as 

the sole political body. This comparison of Cavendish, Hobbes and Locke makes it 

more conspicuous that Cavendish belongs to the older political tradition that emerged in 

the late Roman Empire and extended to the sixteenth century, in which the monarch and 

the state are not separated (Skinner 1978b, 351–353). 

2.2. Justification of Government 

Cavendish does not address the question of the justification of government explicitly, 

and critics have suggested different grounds on which she might base the justification. 

Cavendish provides three arguments to explain why absolute monarchy is the superior 

form of government, and these notions shed light on her stance on justifying monarchy. 

Firstly, Cavendish uses the analogy of body and state in establishing why monarchy is 

both the best and the most natural form of government: “as it was natural for one body 

to have but one head, so it was also natural for a politic body to have but one governor; 

and that a commonwealth, which had many governors was like a monster with many 

heads” (BW, 18–19). Cavendish does not explain more fully why it is most natural for 

one body to have one head, and why such a natural body is best to govern a common-
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wealth. In my view, by this analogy she seems to suggest that the rational and reason-

able parts of the nation reside in the monarch, who governs the nation and the subjects 

with the same prudence as the head guides the human body and its body parts. The rest 

of the body is formed of the subjects. A politic body with many rulers would be as un-

natural and impractical as a human body with several heads, and it would be unable to 

govern because each of the several heads would pull it in different directions and have 

different views on how to rule. It would also be unnatural if another body part than the 

head operated as the ruler, because only the head has the prudence and reason necessary 

for governing the commonwealth. 

This metaphor of state and body can be traced back to the twelfth century when it be-

came widely recognised through the texts of John of Salisbury. He analyses the struc-

ture of the state carefully and writes in Policraticus: 

The position of the head in the republic is occupied, however, by a prince 

subject only to God and to those who act in His place on earth, inasmuch 

as in the human body the head is stimulated and ruled by the soul. The 

place of the heart is occupied by the senate [...]. The duties of the ears, 

eyes and mouth are claimed by the judges and governors of provinces. The 

hands coincide with officials and soldiers. Those who always assist the 

prince are comparable to the flanks. Treasurers and record keepers [...] re-

semble the shape of the stomach and intestines [...]. Furthermore, the feet 

coincide with peasants perpetually bound to the soil [...]. (Policraticus, 

Book V, Chapter 2, 67.) 

This metaphor was common also in the early modern era and it can be found in several 

political writings, such as Leviathan where Hobbes argues that the politic body resem-

bles the natural body (L XXII, 155–156). A commonwealth is “but an Artificiall Man” 

and its different parts consist of its citizens and institutions (L, The Introduction, 9). 

Elizabeth I described in her early speeches how the prince is the head of the body of 

subjects, and it would be unnatural if someone else but the prince or another body part 

governed instead of the natural ruler (Broad & Green 2009, 93). In Patriarcha Filmer 

provides an alternative interpretation of the analogy of body and state. The king is seen 

as the head of a human body, and the parliament, instead of individual subjects, forms 

the rest of the body (Patriarcha, 57). People may choose the representatives for the par-

liament (Patriarcha, 56–57), and in that sense the parliament indirectly represents indi-

vidual subjects. 

Fowler suggests that Cavendish’s justification of monarchy is naturalist and based on 

the state-body metaphor. She holds that Cavendish gives monarchy “a reason from na-

ture” (Fowler 1996, 39), referring to the analogy of state and body which explains with 
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a powerful metaphor why monarchy is most natural and why there should be only one 

sovereign in a commonwealth. Fowler argues that for Cavendish monarchy is the natu-

ral and obvious form of government and it has no potential alternatives. Therefore, no 

artificial or theoretical justification is required for its support, and explicating the anal-

ogy is sufficient to justify monarchy. Fowler, therefore, locates Cavendish in the tradi-

tion of naturalism where social institutions are based on nature and natural human ten-

dencies. 

Secondly, Cavendish holds monarchy to be superior to other forms of government due 

to its simplicity (Broad & Green 2009, 211). When there is one sovereign in a com-

monwealth, problems stemming from several rulers or divided power can be avoided. 

There cannot be disagreement between rulers on policies, which ensures the govern-

ment’s simplicity and efficiency, and it also contributes to peace. Elsewhere, in Ora-

tions and World’s Olio, for example, Cavendish criticises democracy and aristocracy 

because they do not lead to the unity that monarchy guarantees (Boyle 2006, 282; Broad 

& Green 2009, 210–211). 

In The Blazing World, Cavendish offers only a brief sketch of other forms of govern-

ment without properly comparing or analysing them. She assumes monarchy to be supe-

rior and takes the inferiority of other forms of government for granted, listing their 

weaknesses collectively. This criticism is veiled in the form of fiction. The Empress 

embarks on a journey with the Duchess to visit the native world of her advisor, observ-

ing there different forms of government in different nations. Cavendish does not de-

scribe in detail what nations and what forms of government they explore. However, the 

Empress is disappointed with how the countries in the Duchess’s world are governed. 

The Empress learns that in the Duchess’s world “there were so many several nations, 

governments, laws, religions, opinions, etc.” yet all people “so generally agree in being 

ambitious, proud, self-conceited, vain, prodigal, deceitful, envious, malicious, unjust, 

revengeful, irreligious, factious, etc” (BW, 76). Cavendish hints that these vices stem 

from badly organised governments and incompetent rulers who cannot promote virtue 

in their nations. Out of the nations, governments and religious establishments that the 

two ladies visit, the Empress “had observed the Grand Signior was the greatest, for his 

word was a law, and his power absolute” (BW, 77)
 14

. The Empress also praises the king 

of the Duchess’s native country who is the fictional equivalent of the King of England 
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 By Grand Signior Cavendish refers to the Ottoman dynasty where the sovereign held all power and 

authority. 
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(James 2003, xxi). This king is superior, “for though his dominions are not of so large 

extent, yet they are much stronger, his laws are easy and safe, and he governs so justly 

and wisely, that his subjects are the happiest people of all the nations or parts of that 

world” (BW, 78). Thus, Cavendish affirms her belief in the supremacy of autocratic 

monarchy in her fictional description of the Empress’s visit to the Duchess’s world, 

adding that the happiness of a nation requires the sovereign to be a virtuous ruler. 

Broad and Green, Boyle and Hintz hold that peace, order and stability are the essence of 

Cavendish’s justification of monarchy. Cavendish indeed assumes that peace is the 

highest good for everyone, and it has a prominent role in her theory of politics. Boyle 

contends that monarchy is justified by its superior ability to maintain peace, as it creates 

a greater and more enduring stability than other forms of government (Boyle 2006, 

282). Hintz notes that monarchy is the key to peace, and Cavendish holds that there is a 

causal connection between the sovereign and peace: absolute monarchy is the cause of 

peace (Hintz 1996, 26; BW, 13). A strong, absolute monarch is required to secure sta-

bility in the commonwealth. According to Broad and Green, subjects must submit to the 

authority and rule of a monarch because it is beneficial for them, and therefore alle-

giance to government is based on each individual’s own good (Broad & Green 2009, 

212). This suggests that stability, peace and order justify monarchy. 

This reading indicates that Cavendish’s justification of government represents the mod-

ern political tradition where political power is explained and justified in terms of its 

benefits to the society. This approach stems from early Lutherans who assigned all au-

thority to the temporal king and based the justification of temporal authority on practical 

reasons (Skinner 1978b, 73). Cavendish’s views indeed have plenty in common with 

modern political thinkers of the seventeenth century. In the theories of Hobbes and 

Locke, the justification of government and political power is founded in peace and im-

provement. Hobbes describes a social contract by which people confer the right to rule 

on a strong sovereign in order to maintain peace and enable social interaction between 

individuals (L XVIII, 121). Both Cavendish and Hobbes are, therefore, convinced of the 

necessity of a strong leader for the maintenance of peace (Boyle 2006, 258–259). 

Locke, too, argues that people consent to joining forces and forming a political society. 

The objective of a commonwealth is to increase the quality of life, to achieve “comfort-

able, safe, and peaceable living one amongst another, in a secure Enjoyment of their 

Properties, and a greater Security against any that are not of it” (STG §95, 348–349). 
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In many utopias the justification of the depicted government is based on its superiority 

in guaranteeing peace, happiness and welfare. Even though utopian writers do not ex-

amine the justification of government explicitly, their views can be deduced from the 

narrative. Utopia’s communism ensures the happiness of the citizens and it is most en-

during, because it renders the nation united and strong against external aggressors (Uto-

pia, 131). Throughout The City of Sun Campanella praises how the mixture of aristoc-

racy and communism is a certain recipe for achieving happiness, scientific advancement 

and peace, which justifies the political system. Bensalem’s form of government pro-

motes scientific inquiry, the results of which increase welfare (e.g. New Atlantis, 70; 74; 

81). Bacon very likely considers that the benefits yielded by science justify the political 

structures and institutions. As the practice of justifying government by practical notions 

prevailed in the seventeenth century, it is plausible to argue that Cavendish, too, justi-

fies monarchy on these grounds. According to this reading her theory forms an interest-

ing combination of old and new: the Renaissance tradition of absolute monarchy and the 

modern understanding of state as a system that benefits the citizens. 

Thirdly, Cavendish calls monarchy a divine form of government (BW, 18–19), and the 

divine nature serves as a reason why monarchy is superior to other forms of govern-

ment. One of the functions of the connection between monarchy and the divine is to 

symbolise the might of the sovereign that I will discuss below. The question of justifica-

tion of government is also related to the characterisation of monarchy as divine. How-

ever, Broad and Green as well as Boyle find that in Cavendish’s absolute monarchy the 

sovereign’s authority is not derived from God, nor does Cavendish justify monarchy by 

religious arguments. Although she establishes a strong link between monarchy and di-

vinity, they hold that Cavendish’s justification of government is not based on heavenly 

powers. Cavendish offers only an analogy between monarchy and religion: just as wor-

shipping one God ensures harmony in a Christian community, there is harmony of a 

similar nature in a commonwealth that is governed by one sovereign (Broad & Green 

2009, 211). 

In my view, God and divine providence have a more important role in Cavendish’s po-

litical theory than it appears at first glance or than critics have admitted. If The Blazing 

World is read carefully and the fiction is taken to have political relevance, it will be 

noted that the Lady is eventually taken to the Blazing World by providential will. She is 

kidnapped from her home and while she is at the mercy of the kidnappers, unable to 

affect her fate, irate gods raise a storm that takes control of the boat carrying the kid-
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nappers and the Lady. The winds guide the boat so that it does, by the power of the 

gods, “so turn and wind through those precipices, as if it had been guided by some ex-

perienced pilot, and skilful mariner” (BW, 8). Gods become a relevant factor and active 

operators in the Lady’s adventure, which gives the reader the impression that higher 

powers are the cause of the Lady’s ending up in the Blazing World and her becoming 

the Empress. 

Even though this fictional description could easily be overlooked and counted as fantas-

tical or perhaps romancical, it is possible that it is ultimately philosophical and Caven-

dish is attempting to say something politically important. It seems that she deliberately 

introduces mysticism and the mythology of providential will into the Empress’s arrival 

to her new world, indicating that gods have chosen her to govern the Blazing World. 

Cavendish’s fiction reminds us of the succession of James I in 1603 which involved a 

mystical ceremony where the new king appeared as if descending among the people to 

serve as a God-sent ruler (Appelbaum 2002, 201). Cavendish may have drawn on this 

event, reintroducing mythology and mysticism in her utopia, travelling back in time to 

the reigns of Elizabeth I and James I, as well as Elizabethan and Jacobean eras. Leslie, 

too, holds that the Empress’s journey has political significance. She writes that “the 

divinely sent tempest [...] serves to preserve the social order and to ratify the transcen-

dent authority of her [the Empress’s] imperial rule” (Leslie 1998, 134). In other words, 

the rule of the Empress is authorised and established by divine powers. There is suffi-

cient textual evidence to argue that gods have the intention that the Lady should become 

the sovereign, and they arrange the course of events to serve this purpose. It follows that 

the Empress receives the authority and justification for her reign from gods. More gen-

erally, this fictional description indicates that Cavendish’s ideal monarch is provided 

with power by God, and God’s authorisation implicitly justifies monarchy as an institu-

tion. 

Cavendish does not discuss the origin of government in The Blazing World, which is 

another argument in favour of my reading that God plays a role in the justification of 

government. In Cavendish’s fictional universe, all worlds are inhabited and they have a 

government (BW, 71; Broad & Green 2009, 209). She departs from Hobbes and Locke, 

who provide in their theories political and sociological explanations for how human 

societies and political communities have come to exist. Thomas More, Campanella and 

Bacon describe how their utopian societies have been founded and on what historical 

facts their ideologies are based. Cavendish is silent on how the Blazing World has been 
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discovered or become inhabited, and how the form of government has come to be. The 

inhabitants of the Blazing World tell the Empress that they “are resolved to have but 

one Emperor, to whom we all submit with one obedience” (BW, 19). This could indi-

cate that in the past they have made a conscious decision on the form of government, 

and it leaves open the possibility of a social contract by which monarchy is founded. 

However, in The Blazing World no other allusion can be found as to how the govern-

ment was established, and from the text it is impossible to decipher Cavendish’s views 

on the origin of government. If the justification of government is based on God, the idea 

of a social contract seems implausible. Moreover, the lack of discussion on the origin of 

government indicates that Cavendish wants the subjects of her ideal commonwealth to 

believe that monarchy as an institution has always existed, or at least since creation, and 

it is ordained and justified by God. The absence of sociological and historical facts sup-

ports the idea that sovereignty is characterised by divine mythology and mysticism. 

Two of Cavendish’s most important sources of inspiration justified monarchy in terms 

of God and religious notions, and Cavendish may well have followed their example. 

Elizabeth I, for instance, founded her reign in God who, as she declared in her speeches, 

had conferred political power solely on the royal family and the monarch (Board & 

Green 2009, 98–99). Filmer, too, bases the justification of absolute monarchy on reli-

gious arguments. He reminds us how God has ordained that “not only Adam but the 

succeeding patriarchs had, by right of fatherhood, royal authority over their children” 

(Patriarcha, 6–7). Fatherhood is, together with the licence of God, the key to the right 

to govern a commonwealth. Filmer depicts the state as a family and the king as its fa-

ther, and the king as the father has the natural right to authority over the subjects (Som-

merville 1991, ix). The rule of the father within a family is natural, covering all aspects 

of life and being absolute (Patriarcha, 11–12). Temporal monarchy is established “by 

divine institution”, it is ordained by God, and it is assigned to the eldest parent because 

of the natural rule of the father (Patriarcha, 7). Yet by the seventeenth century the ar-

gument of the king being the father of the subjects had become unconvincing. To avoid 

this line of criticism against his views, Filmer argues, therefore, that contemporary 

kings are heirs of the original patriarchs and succeed their fathers as legal rulers, having 

dominion over their families as well as those whose ancestors were governed by the 

first patriarch (Patriarcha, 10). The significance of Filmer and patriarchalist political 

theorising in Cavendish’s thought together with textual evidence in The Blazing World 
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renders it plausible that Cavendish, too, intends the justification of monarchy to stem 

from God. 

2.3. Subject of Power and Succession 

Even though Cavendish clearly draws on patriarchalism, she is not fully loyal to it, and 

the possibility of a female monarch is a twist that she adds to her ideal government in 

The Blazing World. The fact that women lacked political power in the seventeenth cen-

tury is shown clearly in the language and political terminology commonly used in the 

era. Theorists who are in favour of monarchy call their ideal ruler as a king, not a queen. 

In treatises whose authors allow other forms of government, all political power is held 

by men. Cavendish forms an important exception by introducing a female sovereign and 

assigning her absolute power, as even Christine de Pizan’s defence for the political par-

ticipation of women is narrow in scope (Broad & Green 2009, 36). 

Cavendish is not, however, a feminist or even a proto-feminist as she provides only few 

and selected women with power and authority in her utopia. Before the Empress re-

ceived absolute power, the Emperor was the head of the government, lower government 

offices belonged to men and the Blazing World was led by males of the aristocracy. 

“Their priests and governors were princes of the imperial blood, and made eunuchs for 

that purpose” (BW, 17). Cavendish explicitly describes how the women of the Blazing 

World were prohibited from participating in public life, especially in the administration 

of the state (BW, 20). She does not say whether the men of the aristocracy continue to 

hold government offices during the reign of the Empress, but it is rather obvious that the 

Empress does make minor changes in the society and government. She allows women 

to access public life by enabling their participation in religious ceremonies. She also 

chooses a woman, the Duchess, as her advisor. In general these changes to the condition 

of women are very limited in scope and they have little political relevance, and to me 

they do not seem to be a deliberate attempt by Cavendish to argue in favour of changing 

women’s position in society for the better. Instead, Cavendish’s view on the role of 

women is consistent with the policy of Elizabeth I, who did not desire to improve the 

condition of women in general even though she probably could have done that. The 

motivation of Elizabeth I was personal; she did not argue for the capabilities of all 

women, she only focused on her own excellent qualities that enabled her to govern Eng-

land well. Her objective was to show that she was a capable and legitimate ruler even 

though she was a woman, and she emphasised that she was different from other women 
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(Broad & Green 2009, 98–99). Cavendish’s fictional Empress of the Blazing World 

seems to adopt a similar practice. 

It is uncertain whether Cavendish found it ideal or only possible for a female to be a 

sovereign. She seems to argue that women, due to their desire for change and variety, 

are incapable rulers (BW, 87–88). However, the section where Cavendish laments 

women’s insufficient capabilities for public life is ambiguous and allows different inter-

pretations. Assuming for the sake of argument that Cavendish does believe in the inferi-

ority of women, the gender of the ruler could be merely her choice of style and a prod-

uct of her imagination that fits in with the narrative. In this case she might have been 

inspired by the femme forte, heroic woman, movement that prevailed in art and litera-

ture in France and England in the 1640s, which opened up the possibility for her to set 

her ideal government under the rule of a woman (Boyle 2006, 274). On the other hand, I 

find it more plausible that she did desire to have a female govern England and she con-

sidered women to be capable rulers. She admired Elizabeth I and she was familiar with 

Henrietta Maria, and both the queens served as her examples and ideals for the character 

of the Empress. She was also impressed by Queen Christina of Sweden whom Caven-

dish saw while she was passing by Antwerp in 1655 (Whitaker 2002, 181–182). If The 

Blazing World is considered as an example of mirror-for-princes literature, the idea that 

Cavendish anticipated a female ruler seems more convincing. According to this reading, 

The Blazing World would serve as a guide to a female sovereign on how to govern a 

commonwealth. However, because Cavendish is ambiguous on the question of the gen-

der of the ruler, it is also possible that she finds both men and women capable of ruling. 

Gender is less relevant but the sovereign must be an individual who has the virtues and 

qualities of a good ruler in order to successfully govern a commonwealth. 

In Cavendish’s utopia, the Empress receives the right to absolute rule from the Emperor 

through marriage, which has made some critics raise the question of the real subject of 

authority and the actual ruler of the Blazing World. Boesky holds that the Empress only 

“borrows her authority from an emperor who is – the commonwealth’s real source of 

power” (Boesky 1996, 133). Hintz suggests that the Empress only appears as the sole 

ruler while in reality the Emperor has never actually abdicated (Hintz 1996, 28). Jowitt 

notes that the rule of the Empress is authorised by her husband (Jowitt 1997, 394), 

which diminishes her power. According to the feminist readings of these critics, Caven-

dish mainly explores in The Blazing World the status of women and how they lack po-

litical power. It is true that in the seventeenth century women were not independent sub-
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jects or full citizens of a commonwealth, and they possessed citizenship only through 

their male relatives as Cavendish laments elsewhere (James 2003, xix; Broad & Green 

2009, 219). As women were not real citizens, how could Cavendish even imagine a 

woman to be a ruler? This appears to be a good reason to suggest that the Empress is 

not the actual ruler in Cavendish’s utopia but also lacks subjecthood. 

Although Cavendish does discuss the role of women in society, I see no reason to doubt 

that Cavendish does not intend the Empress’s power to be unlimited, unrestricted and 

unified. Unshared power is an essential element of her theory of ideal government and 

absolute monarchy. Cavendish does not discuss other political bodies in her ideal soci-

ety, the sovereign is the subject of all the power and she is the highest authority in the 

commonwealth. Cavendish is, therefore, explicit in her view that the sovereign holds all 

political authority in the commonwealth, whether the sovereign is a male or a female. 

In my view feminist readings do, even though they are untenable, bring up an important 

question: where an individual sovereign receives power from and when her reign is le-

gitimate. According to my reading, instead of merely exploring the status of women by 

describing how the Empress receives power through marriage, Cavendish argues in fa-

vour of monarchy lasting over time and explains the rules of succession. The subjects, 

by consenting to submit to the rule of the Empress, accept her as their lawful and le-

gitimate ruler. Even though gods guide the Empress to the Blazing World and they are 

the ultimate source of her reign, the more visible and the immediate cause is the Em-

peror who legitimises the Empress’s rule to the subjects. In Cavendish’s ideal society, 

succession is based on inheritance and sovereignty is grounded on bloodline (Boyle 

2006, 283), which is in accordance with the English tradition of selecting monarchs. As 

power can be transferred only within the royal family, the Empress has to become a 

member of this family before her acquisition of power. As Henrietta Maria came to 

England from another nation in 1625 and gained the status of a queen only through mar-

riage to the king, so is the Lady first nothing but a stranger in the Blazing World and she 

needs to become a member of the royal family, a part of her new world, to be able to 

rule it. Without the marriage to the Emperor, the Lady would have remained but a for-

eigner in the Blazing World and even her divine appearance would have provided her 

with no political power (Thell 2008, 449). If she had been granted absolute power with-

out marriage and her becoming a member of the royal family, it would have been an 

exception to the inheritance rule and enabled others outside of the royal family to claim 

the crown. In other words, the failure to follow the succession rules would have dis-
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rupted the unity and peace of the society, caused confusion and created the risk of rebel-

lion by subjects who seek power. Cavendish holds, therefore, that there need to be rules 

on who may govern the commonwealth, and these rules must be observed. 

The question of succession also indicates that Cavendish sees monarchy as eternal. A 

king or a queen is a mortal whose reign is of a limited temporal duration, yet the inheri-

tance of power within the royal family ensures that monarchy endures. The royal family 

as an institution lasts over time and survives the changes of individual monarchs, which 

renders monarchy stronger. Cavendish’s notion of body natural and body politic actual-

ising in a ruler support the reading that the fictional Empress’s power is not limited by 

marriage but, instead, enabled by it. Marriage renders her a part of the institution of 

monarchy, which, together with the Emperor’s abdication, yields the politic body for 

her to carry. 

2.4. Virtues of the Sovereign 

The Empress that Cavendish describes in The Blazing World represents Cavendish’s 

vision of an ideal monarch. The Empress possesses the virtues and abilities that a good 

sovereign, according to Cavendish, ought to have in order to be able to rule well. In 

Cavendish’s discussion of the ideal monarch the influence of Elizabeth I is evident, and 

the Empress can be seen as an imaginary and idealised version of the queen that Caven-

dish admired. The character of Henrietta Maria shows in the qualities of the Empress, 

too (Battigelli 1998, 13). Cavendish also draws on Machiavelli and Newcastle, both of 

whom address the question of the qualities of an ideal monarch. 

Cavendish does not explicitly say what the sovereign should be like to be able to govern 

well, but her description is veiled in the form of fiction. The virtues and characteristics 

of the ideal monarch must be discerned from the narrative, and they are scattered 

through the text. Firstly, the description of the Lady, the future Empress, and her arrival 

at the Blazing World is an important source of information on the qualities of an ideal 

ruler. Cavendish tells how the Lady becomes the Empress due to her natural and inher-

ent qualities. The natural authority within the Empress lies in her beauty and virtue, 

both of which are necessary to make her competent to rule and govern the Blazing 

World. Her external appearance, both her looks and clothing, have “divine attributes” 

and she appears as a goddess (Trubowitz 1992, 236). 

Cavendish describes how the beauty of the Lady helps her to survive her journey to the 

Blazing World (BW, 8), and how the inhabitants admire her and treat her with the high-
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est respect when they first see her (BW, 10). Everyone in the Blazing World regards her 

as a goddess due to her natural beauty (BW, 15). Cavendish undoubtedly associates 

beauty with power, which she according to Thell does also in her other texts (Thell 

2008, 460, footnote 19). Therefore, the Empress’s physical appearance has political 

relevance. This is consistent with Cavendish’s view that the role of the individual in 

society is determined by her physical constitution, as I will explain in the next chapter. 

Cavendish seems to assume that the members of the royal class are expected to be 

physically more attractive than the rest of the citizens, and their natural beauty or hand-

someness is an external sign of their higher status and ability to rule. Cavendish also 

suggests that the Empress and her advisor the Duchess have fine spirits, while ordinary 

citizens have grosser souls (Holmesland 1999, 466). This implies that the nobility es-

sentially differs from the rest of the population, and the differences extend to the most 

fundamental physical and psychological level. The discussion of the physical qualities 

of the ruler is a unique feature in Cavendish’s theory, and it is a topic that other phi-

losophers or utopian authors do not address in their writings. 

The Empress possesses also intellectual virtues. She has “a very ready wit, and quick 

apprehension” (BW, 45). She is “of a sweet and noble nature” (BW, 94), which accom-

panies her beauty and explains why her subjects admire her. The Empress is well 

learned, and while governing the Blazing World she “spent most of her time in the 

study of natural causes and effects, which was her chief delight and pastime, and [...] 

she loved to discourse sometimes with the most learned persons of that world” (BW, 

107). High education is a common requirement for the rulers in political utopias. Uto-

pia’s highest officials are elected from among the learned citizens (Utopia, 78). In the 

City of Sun the Prince Prelate must master all the sciences and have the greatest knowl-

edge out of all the citizens, as the person with the largest amount of knowledge is con-

sidered to be most capable to rule (City of Sun, 41–45). In Bensalem scientists and gov-

ernors act in close cooperation. The governors are Fathers of Salomon’s House (New 

Atlantis, 67), the same foundation that promotes and practises scientific inquiry. 

After the Lady has become the Empress, it turns out that she has also the necessary 

practical skills that enable her to govern the Blazing World well. One of these skills is 

the ability to choose the right and most competent advisors (James 2003, xxi). Hobbes 

also notes that the sovereign must “choose good Counsellours” whose advice is useful 

in the government (L XXX, 242). Machiavelli, too, finds it important that the ruler is 

able to choose competent ministers and secretaries, to recognise people who are capable 
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of fidelity and whose interest it is to remain loyal to the monarch (Prince, 80–81). 

Moreover, the importance of selecting the best advisors was a major topic in sixteenth-

century advice books for rulers (Skinner 1978a, 216). In The Blazing World, the Em-

press indeed selects her advisors carefully and skilfully, choosing to employ the help of 

the Duchess as well as the wise immaterial spirits. She relies on immaterial spirits due 

to their ability to obtain information from other worlds and their knowledge of “the 

most famous students, writers, and experimental philosophers” of the Blazing World 

(BW, 52). The Duchess is initially the Empress’s scribe, but later on she serves as her 

advisor in political matters. The Empress chooses to employ the political advice of the 

Duchess because the immaterial spirits inform her that she is reasonable and loyal, pos-

sessing qualities that enable her to perform her tasks well (BW, 68). Cavendish values 

theoretical understanding and knowledge, reasonableness, and loyalty as ideal qualities 

that the advisors of the sovereign ought to have. The ability to distinguish which of the 

potential candidates have these character traits is a quality that is beneficial for the ruler. 

Another important practical skill of the sovereign is the natural ability to maintain peace 

and order within the commonwealth. The Empress has “Christ-like abilities to quell 

heresy and dissent and to establish both unity and univocality” (Trubowitz 1992, 236–

237). She is a strong leader who is the factor that unites and unifies the nation. Caven-

dish received inspiration to include this trait in the qualities of the Empress from Eliza-

beth I, whose main interest during her reign was achieving a lasting peace (Broad & 

Green 2009, 106). In spite of her desire for peace, Cavendish’s ideal sovereign must 

possess military supremacy and be capable of commanding an army (James 2003, xxv–

xxvi). As Machiavelli notes, being proficient in war enables the ruler to gain and main-

tain power (Prince, 52). When the sovereign has enough power, she is able to secure 

peace in the commonwealth. 

Secondly, some of the qualities that the ideal monarch should have can be found in the 

fictional trial between the Duke of Newcastle and Fortune, mediated by the Empress, 

where Cavendish indirectly discusses virtues that are important for a good ruler. This 

section is in the end of the first book of The Blazing World, and it begins with the 

Duchess lamenting at Fortune having abandoned her husband and being his enemy. This 

part of the novel is clearly autobiographical, and Cavendish attempts to defend her hus-

band and re-establish his reputation that had been shattered as he had failed as a military 

leader and as an advisor in the 1640–1650s (Sarasohn 2011, 806–807). In addition to 

forfeiting his political standing in court, he had also lost some of his estates and posses-
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sions during the civil war and his years in exile. Cavendish incorporates these misfor-

tunes into The Blazing World and blames Fortune for them. Although the ensuing trial 

between Fortune and the Duchess’s husband is fictional, in my view it is relevant to 

Cavendish’s political theory. In this section Cavendish discusses what virtues the sover-

eign ought to have, and in addition she explores the role of virtues and fortune in gov-

erning the state, a theme that is often discussed in the Renaissance in mirror-for-princes 

literature (Skinner 1978a, 120–121). 

In the trial the Empress attempts to negotiate an agreement between the Duke and For-

tune. This takes place in the Blazing World, where the Duke and Fortune send their rep-

resentatives and friends of their choice to plead for them. The Duke sends Prudence and 

Honesty, and Fortune is represented by Folly and Rashness. Truth serves as a judge. 

The speeches that are made at the trial are meditations on virtues and their role in gov-

erning a commonwealth. Cavendish considers the Duke, the fictional equivalent of 

Newcastle, to be a capable leader who possesses virtues essential for a good ruler. His 

representatives perform best in the trial, which indicates that Prudence and Honesty are 

the best guides and companions for a reasonable ruler. Folly and Rashness turn out to be 

useless, Fortune unpredictable and inconstant. It was widely considered that Fortune has 

a remarkable influence in political life, and the success of the commonwealth depended, 

in addition to the actions of the rulers, on fate and fortune. Machiavelli, for example, 

finds virtues very important, but he still holds that fortune controls half of our actions, 

and at worst it can cause extensive damage in government (Prince, 85). 

The fictional trial ends with no verdict, and Cavendish leaves the question of the rela-

tionship between virtues and fortune open. She does seem to emphasise the virtues of 

the monarch over fortune. She provides fate with only a small role in the common-

wealth, and she even calls the virtues of Prudence and Honesty “moral deities” (BW, 

85), believing in the power of virtues in governing a commonwealth. In addition to pru-

dence and honesty, she also praises gratitude, charity, generosity, temperance, patience, 

justice and honour (BW, 85–86). Holmesland adds to the list wisdom, observation and 

experience (Holmesland 1999, 466). These are among the most vital virtues and values 

that a good sovereign ought to possess to be able to rule well. Cavendish’s belief in vir-

tues connects her to the Renaissance tradition where human beings were considered as 

more influential in the political domain than fortune (Skinner 1978a, 94–99). 

Thirdly, Cavendish discusses the qualities of an ideal ruler in the description of the Em-

press and the Duchess visiting the latter’s world and observing different countries and 
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their governments. The Empress expresses her dislike of the unhealthy values and traits 

of several nations and their inhabitants, these traits including greed and vanity. When 

they visit the English royal family, the Empress is impressed by their piety, eloquence 

and virtues (BW, 79). Their appearance is characterised by a balanced perfection which 

reflects their divinity and authority (Holmesland 1999, 474). Cavendish emphasises that 

their natural qualities – majesty and affability mixed together as well as their divine 

splendour – make the royal family stand out from the rest of the citizens, and these 

qualities received at birth are inherent and essential to them. This implies that the royal 

family is naturally most competent to rule, and it strengthens Cavendish’s argument that 

the ruler must possess excellent qualities that connect her to the divine. 

To sum up the characteristics of Cavendish’s ideal monarch, the most important quali-

ties cover external beauty, intelligence, practical skills necessary for governing and vir-

tues, such as prudency, honesty, justice and piety. What is common to all qualities that 

the sovereign possesses, physical and psychological, is that they are natural. The fact 

that she inherently has the required virtues indicates that they are endowed on her by 

gods, and they make her connection to the divine tangible. It is clear that here Caven-

dish draws on the arguments of Elizabeth I who holds that in addition to granting her 

power God provided her with the necessary traits and abilities to rule. In addition to 

shedding light on the qualities of the ruler, this also supports the reading that God ulti-

mately establishes and justifies the rule of Cavendish’s ideal monarch. 

This kind of discussion of the characteristics of the ruler is absent in the texts of Hobbes 

and Locke, who consider the state as an abstract entity distinct from the natural per-

son(s) in power. Hobbes and Locke focus on institutions, as well as the rights and re-

sponsibilities of governors, not their personal qualities. Cavendish’s emphasis on the 

qualities of the sovereign connects her to the Medieval and Renaissance tradition of 

political writing. The analysis of virtues was an important element of mirror-for-princes 

literature and the ruler was advised to be virtuous so that he could guarantee his success 

(Skinner 1978a, 126–128). Machiavelli, on the other hand, forms an exception and 

holds that the ruler ought to acquire whatever qualities are necessary for him to maintain 

his power and status (Skinner 1978a, 138). He argues that a ruler must not necessarily 

be virtuous if he desires to “maintain his state” but, instead, if the situation requires it, 

he must be able to resort to vices (Prince, 61–63). Cavendish disagrees and feels that 

the sovereign must really possess the relevant virtues, and act and live virtuously. Even 

though she supports absolute monarchy where the monarch’s power is not restricted, 
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she holds that the sovereign must not be tyrannical or resort to vice even if she is power-

ful enough to do so. The sovereign should be admired and loved by the subjects (BW, 

51), which is why she has to be virtuous (James 2003, xxiv). 

In the Renaissance advice books the concept of virtue consisted of Christian moral 

rules, wisdom, temperance, justice, liberality, magnificence, clemency (i.e. subjects 

must love, not hate, the ruler) and honour (Skinner 1978a, 126–128). This list of virtues 

is remarkably similar to the one offered by Cavendish. Renaissance authors see the vir-

tues of the ruler as an active power that are “the ‘key to maintaining his state’ and ena-

bling him to fight off his enemies” (Skinner 1978a, 125). To them virtues are, therefore, 

most significant in the sovereign’s personal project of maintaining his power and less 

important in governing the nation. However, the spirit of the virtues suggested by 

Cavendish and Renaissance writers is similar. An interesting detail is that the qualities 

that Cavendish attributes to her ideal sovereign are rather masculine, perhaps because 

she was inspired by her husband whom she regarded as a competent leader, as well as 

Henrietta Maria. Elizabeth I, on the other hand, adopted a different strategy and empha-

sised her feminine qualities. She did not claim to have princely virtues, and she ex-

plained that she was prudent only due to the mercy of God. She held that her lack of 

traditionally masculine virtues was compensated for by her love and care, qualities typi-

cally attributed to mothers and wives (Broad & Green 2009, 101–107). 

The noble traits personified in the Empress are “celebrated publicly by all the inhabi-

tants of the Blazing World, rulers and subjects alike”, transcending and unifying class 

differences (Trubowitz 1992, 233). The qualities of the ideal monarch, as well as the 

monarch herself, are the uniting factor among citizens, and they make the nation a uni-

fied whole. Moreover, due to possessing the moral virtues, the sovereign serves as the 

moral authority which leads to unanimity on right and wrong in the commonwealth. 

Cavendish assumes that the sovereign’s virtues enable her to be the highest moral au-

thority and set an example for the rest of the citizens. The subjects are expected to sub-

ordinate their judgement in moral matters to the judgement of the Empress (Broad & 

Green 2009, 212). Due to this role the Empress also has the absolute power to decide on 

the received view of right and wrong, and the subjects must share her view. 

The virtues of the sovereign are an important element of Cavendish’s theory of politics. 

Not only do they describe the character of her ideal sovereign but they also designate 

virtues that a commonwealth as a whole must have. Since Cavendish identifies the state 

with the monarch, the qualities and virtues of the sovereign are also the qualities and 
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virtues of the nation and the politic body. In Cavendish’s ideal commonwealth, the state 

possesses the same virtues as the sovereign. The nation as a whole appears, and really 

is, virtuous, displaying honesty and prudence, as well as reflecting the divine attributes 

that manifest a connection between the nation and God’s providence. 

3. One Language 

3.1. Society and Hierarchy 

One of the ideals of Cavendish’s ideal society is one language, by which Cavendish 

means that the same language must be spoken by all citizens. Moreover, she finds it 

important that the basic values of the commonwealth are shared by everyone. Yet the 

inhabitants of the Blazing World represent a great variety of constituencies, and even 

their psyches vary. Understanding the connections between language, values and physi-

cal appearances helps in comprehending Cavendish’s theory of politics as well as the 

nature of her ideal commonwealth. 

The citizens of the Blazing World are different kinds of animal-men. 

[T]he inhabitants of that world, were men of several different sorts, 

shapes, figures, dispositions, and humours, [...] some were bear-men, 

some worm-men, some fish- or mear-men, otherwise called syrens, some 

bird-men, some fly-men, some ant-men, some geese-men, some spider-

men, some lice-men, some fox-men, some ape-men, some jackdaw-men, 

some magpie-men, some parrot-men, some satyrs, some giants, and many 

more (BW, 17). 

The imperial city is inhabited, in addition to the human royal family, by “ordinary sort 

of men [...] of several complexions; not white, black, tawny, olive or ash-coloured; but 

some appeared of an azure, some of deep purple, some of a grass-green, some of a scar-

let, some of an orange colour” (BW, 17). This imperial race is not hybrid or animal-men 

(Cottegnies 2010, 82), but apparently consists of human beings. Each type of men lives 

on its own island where the climate is suitable for the physical characteristics of the 

inhabitants. Cavendish calls the residences of different kinds of men kingdoms (BW, 

10), which creates the impression of strict racial divisions. Although Cavendish’s de-

scription of the different inhabitants of the Blazing World is fictional, it indicates that 

she recognises the multiplicity of ethnic groups in the actual world and she considers 

that the diversity has political consequences. 

Even though the citizens in Cavendish’s ideal society are of different races and their 

physical constitutions vary, all inhabitants of the Blazing World speak the same lan-
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guage. Having only one language means “a harmonious subjugation of various ‘species’ 

(which of course strongly implies racial subjugation)” (Thell 2008, 451). Differences 

between men are indeed restricted to their physical form and they do not extend to the 

level of beliefs and opinions. The citizens agree on politics, government, and religion. 

They all participate in the same religious ceremonies. Monarchy is deeply rooted in the 

society and it is unanimously approved of by everyone. Everyone submits to the rule of 

the royal family and believes monarchy to be the best form of government. All subjects 

have the duty to obey the monarch, and this duty is the same for everyone, regardless of 

their constitution, as Elizabeth I also argued (Broad & Green 2009, 94). 

Cavendish does not discuss how the different animal-men communicate about politics 

and other practicalities related to government. She mentions that they have conferences 

with each other while they take the Lady to the Emperor (BW, 10), but she does not say 

if the meetings between ethnic groups occur on a regular basis, how official they are or 

what they concern. It is reasonable to assume that they are not of great importance to 

government and politics. Due to the absolute nature of monarchy, it is unlikely that any 

significant room has been left for local decision-making processes. Cavendish explicitly 

mentions that freedom of speech, including discussion about politics, is limited. 

As Fletcher notes, variety in the Blazing World is only superficial, and Cavendish is not 

interested in the natural qualities of each race and their relevance to cultural identities 

(Fletcher 2007, 136). Or, more precisely, in the Blazing World there are no cultural dif-

ferences other than those necessarily produced by the physical diversity of ethnic 

groups. Lack of differences between citizens is a typical feature of political utopias. In 

Utopia, too, all towns on the island have “the same language, laws, customs, and institu-

tions” (Utopia, 70). In the City of Sun all citizens wear similar dress, have common 

residences, receive the same education and have a shared religion (City of Sun, 37; 49; 

51; 101). This indicates a high degree of unity in external appearance, lack of cultural 

diversity and absence of differences of beliefs between individuals. Bacon is silent on 

the everyday life of the citizens of his ideal commonwealth or different ethnic groups. 

He does mention that different religions are practised in Bensalem (New Atlantis, 63), 

which very likely brings at least some diversity to the society. 

Although a shared culture prevails in the Blazing World, the physical diversity of in-

habitants creates and maintains social structures (Hintz 1996, 32). The Blazing World is 

a hierarchical society with strict class divisions, similar to the system that prevailed in 

monarchic England before the civil war. Classes of the society are determined by citi-
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zens’ physical characteristics. Physical appearance determines the role of the individual 

in society, and all individuals belong for their whole life to the class in which they are 

born irrespective of their personal qualities and capabilities. Fox-men, for example, 

form one social class and all fox-men belong to it all their life. Bear-men form another 

class which contains all citizens born as bear-men. Cavendish assumes that all members 

of a certain class have similar skills and abilities, and there is little or no variation be-

tween individuals of the same race. Diversity exists only between groups. 

The idea of hierarchy is also a common theme in political utopias. In New Atlantis, Ba-

con describes Bensalem as a hierarchical society where the population is divided into 

common citizens and members of Salomon’s House, who are governors and scientists. 

Scientists are highly regarded and provided for by others, having a higher status than the 

rest of the population (Cottegnies 2010, 81). Even though the City of Sun is a commu-

nist society, there exists a division between magistrates and common people. Governors 

and priests as well as older and most capable individuals serve as leaders and are higher 

in rank than other citizens, but people see their leaders as their father or elder brother 

(City of Sun, 87). This indicates that the hierarchy in the City of Sun is not based on 

force or birth rank. It is also worth noting that there are no slaves in the City of Sun 

(City of Sun, 83). In spite of communism, hierarchy prevails in More’s Utopia, too. 

There are different classes in society, one of them being the working class that consists 

of manual workers such as stonemasons, blacksmiths, and carpenters. The majority of 

citizens belong to this class. There is also the nobility, that More calls intelligentsia, 

from which priests, diplomats and higher officials are recruited (Utopia, 78). There are 

also slaves in Utopia who are condemned criminals, but no one is born a slave (Utopia, 

101). The hierarchy does not seem strict and the differences between classes are small. 

Utopia is, for example, free from poor individuals or beggars because the island is able 

to provide plenty of everything for everyone (Utopia, 84). 

Even in the political treatises of the seventeenth century the idea of hierarchy and divi-

sion between the ruler and the ruled is present. In Filmer’s theory the sovereign has a 

higher status than the subjects, and there is a strict hierarchy in the commonwealth that 

Filmer describes. Newcastle holds that hierarchy is important in order to maintain sta-

bility and enable the functioning of government. Throughout his Advice Newcastle en-

courages the king to remain in control of all institutions and subjects of the common-

wealth, and ensure that he holds the highest position as the head of the nation above all 

other classes of society. In the theories of Hobbes and Locke all individuals are re-
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garded as inherently equal but hierarchy is constructed artificially by means of social 

institutions. Hobbes argues that all humans naturally have equally strong faculties of 

mind and body (L XIII, 86–87). This equality causes animosity and conflicts between 

individuals. It has to be corrected by establishing a sovereign that is granted a higher 

status than the rest of the people and absolute power over others. According to Locke, 

everyone was born with the same advantages and faculties, and all people are naturally 

equal (STG §4, 287). Everyone has the natural right to defend himself and his posses-

sions, but in a commonwealth people give up this right and provide the government 

with the right to enforce natural law (STG §95, 348–349). This creates to a certain ex-

tent a hierarchy, in which the nation is divided into those who may enforce the law of 

nature and those who lack this right. This type of hierarchy is based on holding gov-

ernment offices and not on inherent or natural personal qualities. Filmer, Hobbes and 

Locke do not further discuss classes in society or their functions and differences. In-

stead, they focus on exploring institutions and their relationship to individuals regard-

less of their class. 

Cavendish introduces social classes in The Blazing World to serve two functions in her 

ideal society. One of them is explicitly political. Hierarchy is an important element of 

Cavendish’s absolute monarchy because it emphasises and makes more tangible the 

division between the divine monarch and common people. Cavendish holds that people 

are not essentially equal but there are inherent differences between ethnic groups. 

Groups are distinguished from each other by physical characteristics, and varying exter-

nal appearances entail diversity at the psychological level and variety in the psyches of 

individuals of different classes. These differences originating from nature are the reason 

for and justification of classes in society and, when necessary, unequal treatment of citi-

zens. Social classes determine people’s moral worth, which varies between classes. 

Some members of the society are inherently regarded as less worthy, and it explains 

why the sovereign need not treat everyone equally. For example, the Empress is upset 

when she learns from her scientists about lice that bother beggars. Yet she feels only 

pity and she has no urge to improve the condition of the worst-off class of the society 

(BW, 30). This fictional detail reflects well Cavendish’s view toward class differences. 

She considers even the lowest classes as natural parts of society that are necessary for 

maintaining the hierarchy. It is clear that Cavendish is not in favour of equality and she 

is against ridding society of class differences, fearing that equal rights and a higher level 

of welfare in the society might undermine the authority and status of the monarch. 
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3.2. Division of Labour and Science 

The second function of social classes concerns the division of labour in general and 

more specifically in science. Each citizen works in the trade suitable to her constitution, 

which is a good example of how physical appearance determines the role of the individ-

ual in society. A certain job or profession is assigned to every class, and all members of 

each class perform the same work. Cavendish assumes that the physical abilities of each 

class render its members suitable to perform the duty assigned to them. The idea that the 

division of labour is based on people’s natural tendencies is a recurring theme in politi-

cal utopias. In Utopia everyone participates in farming, a task common to all citizens, 

and everyone also learns a trade of her own. People often adopt the same profession that 

their parents do because they most likely have natural abilities for that work (Utopia, 

75). In the City of Sun everyone is assigned to the job that he or she is naturally inclined 

to (City of Sun, 81). In Bensalem scientific work is assigned to those who are suited to 

perform the tasks (New Atlantis, 70–71; 79–80). 

A feature unique in The Blazing World is that Cavendish does not discuss agriculture, 

production of goods and manual labour. She is only interested in scientific fields and 

professions, such as astronomy, experimental and natural philosophy, mathematics and 

chemistry, which she describes in detail. The Empress establishes societies for scientific 

inquiry as soon as she becomes the sovereign. Of the several kinds of inhabitants of the 

Blazing World, 

each followed such a profession as was most proper for the nature of their 

species, which the Empress encouraged them in, especially those that had 

applied themselves to the study of several arts and sciences; for they were 

as ingenious and witty in the invention of profitable and useful arts, as we 

are in our world, nay, more; and to that end she erected schools, and 

founded several societies (BW, 18). 

The main reason why Cavendish discusses science in The Blazing World is her desire to 

argue for her own views on natural sciences and criticise the Royal Society (Jowitt 

1997, 391; Battigelli 1998, 102; Cottegnies 2010, 88). However, the scientific inquiries 

are also politically significant. Cavendish may have been inspired by the sixteenth-

century educational treatises that described how rulers should be educated (Skinner 

1978a, 213). Those treatises concentrated on training the future rulers in artes liberales, 

while Cavendish focuses on the natural sciences that she finds more important. This 

preference connects her to the philosophers of the seventeenth century who praised the 

emerging natural sciences and their superiority. What is common to the writers of edu-

cational treatises and Cavendish is that they all encourage the rulers to be well-educated, 
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even though the content of their studies is different (Skinner 1978a, 122). Cavendish’s 

discussion of science, therefore, can be seen as a list of topics that a good ruler ought to 

study and phenomena that she should understand in order to be able to rule well. 

Cavendish describes how the Empress has conversations with scientists of the Blazing 

World, and these conferences indeed form a part of the Empress’s later education (BW, 

107). 

In Cavendish’s ideal commonwealth, the sovereign ought to operate as the head of the 

different scientific societies. In her utopia Cavendish indeed makes the Empress the 

leader of the scientific community. By having control over the scientific community the 

sovereign is able to extend her rule over the professions and labour of her subjects, 

which strengthens her position as an absolute monarch and makes the autocracy of the 

commonwealth more conspicuous. Moreover, according to feminist readings, by assign-

ing her ideal sovereign the role of the head of scientific inquiry, Cavendish challenges 

the patriarchal order of scientific inquiry and she proves that women are as capable as 

men in scientific pursuits (Trubowitz 1992, 234–235). However, this interpretation is 

not quite relevant for the present purpose, and Holmesland’s reading is more useful. He 

argues that Cavendish finds nobility and the royal race to be the best and most capable 

informers of reason and science (Holmesland 1999, 466). For this reason the sovereign 

has to direct scientific research. This role also bears on the sovereign’s status as the ab-

solute ruler and highest authority, indicating that the nobility has understanding and 

abilities that other citizens lack, which makes them superior. 

A question related to the monarch’s role as the leader of scientific inquiry is access to 

scientific knowledge, which is not allowed for everyone. Cavendish holds it best that 

common people remain uneducated and ignorant (Broad & Green 2009, 214). Only the 

nobility may have and use scientific knowledge because they possess the skills to use it 

wisely. As the head of the scientific societies, the Empress is able to learn from the sci-

entists about their findings and the nature of the Blazing World. The sovereign has, 

therefore, access to all scientific knowledge, which she can use appropriately when nec-

essary. Cavendish is indeed well aware that knowledge is power (Thell 2008, 452). The 

right kind of knowledge can help the monarch in governing the commonwealth. Science 

can be applied in religious ceremonies, for example, as I will describe in more detail 

below. Also for this reason scientific inquiry has value as a means of controlling and 

governing the subjects. 
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Science is a theme absent from political treatises, and so is the question of the division 

of labour. Early modern political theorists see science as a separate pursuit from gov-

ernment and politics, and they consider it less important in governing a commonwealth 

than Cavendish. Both Locke and Hobbes hold this view. Locke does not explicitly men-

tion science in his Second Treatise but he notes that when people establish a govern-

ment and rules concerning property, it is possible to produce more goods, which en-

courages people to increase production and strive for progress (STG §42, 315–316). 

Hobbes builds his political theory on science and applies in its construction a strict sci-

entific method. He also holds that science and education are beneficial for mankind (L 

V, 36), but he does not discuss how scientific inquiry should be organised in a com-

monwealth and whether the sovereign ought to be the leader of scientific inquiry. Fil-

mer is silent on science in his political writings focusing on matters of government. 

Science is, however, a typical theme in utopian literature. Many utopian writers firmly 

believe that science can be utilised in the improvement of social conditions and the 

quality of life. Science is indeed a major theme in the utopias of Bacon and Campanella, 

in which methods of scientific inquiry, the organisation of scientific societies and ex-

amples of scientific discoveries are carefully described. More supports scientific inquiry 

as well even though he is, as he lived in the sixteenth century, still influenced by the 

Medieval conception of science. He does mention that science can be used to enable 

farming and increase the volume and quality of products such as grain, livestock and 

timber (Utopia, 99). Science can also contribute to the improvement of living condi-

tions, promote health and prolong life, as well as lead to inventions such as printing 

books (Utopia, 101). 

In Cavendish’s fiction, after the scientific societies of the Blazing World have been in 

operation for some time, the scientists present the Empress with the results that they 

have achieved. The scientists cannot come to an agreement on explanations of some 

natural phenomena, such as the nature of celestial bodies (BW, 26–27), and the Empress 

is disappointed with such differences of opinion within schools. She immediately dis-

solves the societies that she finds most confusing and unnecessary. Logic and disputing 

in particular disturb “divinity and policy, religion and laws”, causing “utter ruin and 

destruction” in church and state (BW, 48–49). The Empress allows certain other socie-

ties, that of natural philosophers for example, to continue their inquiries because they 

are able to produce useful information. She also permits the work of the experimental 

philosophers, who convince her that their fields of science do not lead to truth but are 
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mere speculation for entertainment (Hintz 1996, 29–30). Even though the societies of 

these scientists may continue to operate, it is only on the condition that they do not in-

fluence public and political life, or cause factions and disturbances (BW, 28). 

In my view, Cavendish holds that disagreements between scientists within a school are 

not too great a threat to the society; they only make the school in question useless. 

However, over time disagreements between different fields of science can develop and 

when they threaten to become widespread, all scientific inquiry has to be prohibited. It 

seems that this course of events is inevitable; even though the sovereign holds control 

over scientific inquiry, she cannot prevent disagreements from emerging and intensify-

ing. In The Blazing World the Empress notices how her peaceful world is, after the sci-

entific societies have been in operation for some time and disagreements have escalated, 

not so quiet as it was at first, [...] especially there are such contentions and 

divisions between the worm-, bear- and fly-men, the ape-men, the satyrs, 

the spider-men, and all others of such sorts, that I fear they'll break out 

into an open rebellion, and cause a great disorder and the ruin of the gov-

ernment (BW, 87). 

To save the commonwealth from ruin and destruction, the Duchess advices the Empress 

to dissolve all the societies, arguing that even though scientific inquiry is pleasant, 

’tis better to be without their intelligences, than to have an unquiet and 

disorderly government. The truth is, said she, wheresoever is learning, 

there is most commonly also controversy and quarrelling [...] which must 

needs breed factions in their schools, which at last break out into open 

wars, and draw sometimes an utter ruin upon a state or government. (BW, 

88.) 

Cavendish’s views on scientific inquiry and disputes between scientists indicate that she 

finds differences of opinion to be the main cause of social and political unrest. Civil 

wars and upheavals stem from different opinions that people hold, and a “true conflict is 

a conflict of opinion” (Broad & Green 2009, 214). However, Cavendish fails to explain 

how exactly scientific discourse causes political instability (Hintz 1996, 29). One possi-

ble interpretation, based on the quote from The Blazing World above, is that scientific 

disputes arouse general animosity between individuals, which can initiate physical vio-

lence followed by large scale political and social conflicts. 

The prohibition of scientific inquiry shows that Cavendish is clearly more critical to-

ward science and its possibilities than other utopian writers. She finds that dissolving 

scientific societies is more beneficial for the stability of the society than allowing them 

to continue their operation, and she believes that the role of science in improvement and 

progress is limited. Instead of endowing remarkable benefits, scientific establishments 
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cause unrest due to disagreements and are therefore dangerous to the welfare of the 

commonwealth and its citizens. Cavendish describes how, if scientific pursuits are con-

tinued for too long, the wrong people have scientific knowledge, and the disagreements 

between scientists escalate, her ideal society could lose its tranquillity. It could become 

a place where there are 

more sovereigns than worlds, and more pretended governors than govern-

ment, more religions than gods, and more opinions in those religions than 

truths; more laws than rights, and more bribes than justices, more policies 

than necessities, and more fears than dangers, more covetousness than 

riches, more ambitions than merits, more services than rewards, more lan-

guages than wit, more controversy than knowledge, more reports than no-

ble actions, and more gifts by partiality, than according to merit (BW, 87–

88). 

This scenario is the opposite of Cavendish’s ideal society, a nation that is unhealthy and 

politically unstable. To avoid this, it is necessary that the sovereign limits and even pro-

hibits scientific inquiry. The sovereign ought to be educated in natural sciences, but 

most people should be kept ignorant. This view is shared by Bacon, who describes in 

New Atlantis how the work of the scientists is controlled (Cottegnies 2010, 90). There 

are officials who review the results of the scientists and direct future research (New At-

lantis, 79). Scientific inquiry is, therefore, supervised by the state, which indicates that 

Bacon, like Cavendish, holds science to have political significance and there has to be 

control over who may have access to scientific knowledge. 

3.3. Sovereign and Power 

As early as in antiquity it was understood how a tyrant, who is powerful enough to do 

anything he wants, is unhappy and how tyrannical power fails to make its bearer happy. 

It is, however, a feature typical of human nature to desire power and, once one has at-

tained some power, to want to increase it. Cavendish herself, too, seems to yearn for 

fame and power. She writes in the preface of The Blazing World that she is “as ambi-

tious as ever any of my sex was, is, or can be; which makes, that though I cannot be 

Henry the Fifth, or Charles the Second, yet I endeavour to be Margaret the First” (BW, 

To the reader, 6). Yet her views in The Blazing World on the sovereign’s desire for 

power and her relationship to her might are somewhat ambiguous. In spite of her own 

aspiration, she does not necessarily encourage her ideal sovereign to struggle for power 

or have political ambition. According to my reading, Cavendish finds political power 

problematic. She holds that governing a commonwealth is not a pleasant privilege that 

brings plenty of happiness and benefits to the sovereign. Instead, it is a serious and 
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heavy duty with important responsibilities. Being a monarch of a commonwealth is not 

a desirable condition but more of a burden. Although it may be an honour to govern a 

commonwealth, it is by no means an attractive position or an easy task that anyone 

would intentionally seek. 

The Blazing World contains several arguments that support my reading. Firstly, Caven-

dish notes that a ruler seldom enjoys the whole area she governs, and she can be famil-

iar with only a small part of it (BW, 72). Even though the power of the ruler extends to 

cover a remarkable geographical area, she is unfamiliar with the greatest part of it and 

only the area of her residence brings her enjoyment. The immaterial spirits tell the 

Duchess, who desires to govern a world of her own, that 

you can enjoy no more of a material world than a particular creature is 

able to enjoy, which is but a small part, considering the compass of such a 

world; and you may plainly observe it by your friend the Empress here, 

which although she possesses a whole world, yet enjoys she but a part 

thereof; neither is she so much acquainted with it, that she knows all the 

places, countries and dominions she governs. [...] [F]or it is impossible, 

that a kingdom, nay, a country should be enjoyed by one person at once, 

except he take the pains to travel into every part, and endure the incon-

veniencies of going from one place to another. (BW, 72.) 

The pleasure that the physical and material parts of a commonwealth endow on the sov-

ereign is rather limited. Large dominions as physical spaces do not contribute to the 

welfare of the monarch. The area of the ruler’s residence is strategically most important, 

which also sets limits on the sovereign’s ability to enjoy the area she governs. Newcas-

tle writes in his Advice that the king should first and foremost control London, and be-

ing successful at that ensures control over the rest of England (Advice
15

, 6–7). Travel-

ling across the country would be a risk to the stability of the capital city and the nation 

as a whole. The ruler must, therefore, pay most attention to the capital city or the place 

of her residence, stay most of the time there, and ensure that it remains peaceful. 

Secondly, the ruler has a great responsibility to carry. The “sovereign monarch has the 

general trouble” that government causes (BW, 72), and she has to run the general affairs 

of the nation. As John of Salisbury puts it, “while individuals merely look after individ-

ual affairs, princes are concerned with the burdens of the entire community” (Policrati-

cus, Book IV, Chapter I, 28). Governing a commonwealth is hard work and requires 

making important decisions with far-reaching consequences, and it involves uncertainty 

                                                 
15

 Advice = Cavendish, William, Duke of Newcastle [1659] (1984): Ideology and Politics on the Eve of 

Restauration: Newcastle’s Advice to Charles II. Transcribed and with an Introduction by Thomas P. 

Slaughter. American Philosophical Society, Philadelphia. 
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as to the outcome of chosen policies. It is especially difficult to maintain peace. There is 

always a risk of some diversity of opinions among subjects, and achieving an enduring 

internal peace requires carefully-thought policies and their successful execution. Even if 

the commonwealth were peaceful and the citizens had the disposition to obey the sover-

eign, governing “is rather a trouble, than a pleasure; for order cannot be without indus-

try, contrivance and direction” (BW, 77). At all times the sovereign has to be active and 

work for the welfare of the commonwealth. In addition to that, the sovereign must 

maintain her status, or, as Cavendish writes, “the magnificent state, that great Princes 

keep”, and that is equally troublesome (BW, 77). 

Thirdly, the status of the ruler lies ultimately in the opinions of others. Respect and au-

thority stem from the subjects who admire the sovereign, and being a monarch does not 

automatically entail this status. Therefore, the pleasure of the sovereign also “consists of 

the opinions of others” (BW, 72; 77). Being a monarch does not itself endow fame and 

happiness on an individual; instead they are conferred on her by others. Cavendish 

holds that “glory, delight and pleasure lives but in other men’s opinions, and can neither 

add tranquillity to your mind, nor give ease to your body” (BW, 72). Fame and happi-

ness are often connected to the public image of the sovereign, and they are partly based 

on illusion. As the Duchess desires to become a sovereign of a physical world and emu-

late the Empress, the immaterial spirits wonder why she should “desire to be Empress of 

a material world, and be troubled with the cares that attend your government” (BW, 73). 

Feminist readings suggest that this reflects Cavendish’s escapism from actual political 

life and her preference for creating mental worlds within the sphere of her home, avoid-

ing public life. In my view, Cavendish’s statement simply means that she has a realistic 

view on governing a commonwealth. She witnessed good and bad times at Henrietta 

Maria’s court and recognised the realities of life. She does not hold an idealised view on 

being a sovereign but understands that privilege brings responsibility, and glory and 

ceremony bring the trouble of maintaining them alongside the status as a monarch. She 

implies that people often hold a mistaken view on the monarch and her life, believing 

her to be happier and more fortunate than she really is. Cavendish’s argument is so 

strong and powerful that she seems to offer a rather unattractive view of having political 

power, advising the reader to remember both the benefits and the burdens of governing 

a commonwealth. 

Fourthly, Cavendish’s treatment of the troubles of governing is connected to the divi-

sion of labour and the natural hierarchy in her ideal commonwealth. In The Blazing 
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World, the qualities of the Empress that I examined above are the reason why she is the 

sovereign. If my reading of the origin of political power is correct, she was brought to 

the Blazing World by fate and maybe even by the will of gods. Her natural and innate 

qualities make the citizens worship her, and her natural characteristics are the reason 

why she was made the ruler. The Empress becomes the absolute monarch of the Blazing 

World because she has the virtues and abilities to govern the world well and ensure its 

welfare. Therefore, the Empress must rule the Blazing World whether or not she wants 

to. She is most suitable and best for the job. The reason for her status is, according to 

Cavendish, not her personal ambition or desire for power, but her inherent capabilities 

to rule and govern. Cavendish does not say, however, whether the Empress is willing or 

reluctant to become the monarch. She mentions, though, that the Empress refused to be 

worshipped, and considered herself to be but a mortal, which indicates that Cavendish’s 

ideal monarch is essentially modest and humble about her power in spite of being of a 

divine nature (BW, 15). Yet she is ready to undertake the responsibilities that belong to 

her due to the natural order, setting an example to the subjects so that they, too, would 

perform their duties well. 

More generally, Cavendish’s notions on the qualities of her ideal sovereign and her atti-

tude to political power indicate that the members of the royal family are born as ideal to 

rule. They must serve as governors because out of all citizens they are naturally most 

able to attend to the affairs of the government. This view of who ought to rule is consis-

tent with Cavendish’s notion that the capacities of the individual determine his or her 

role in the society, and it is in conformity with the idea of inherent capabilities accord-

ing to which the individual is assigned to a certain job. Moreover, it is convenient for 

Cavendish to take it for granted that the royal family possesses the relevant qualities to 

govern the commonwealth: she does not need to offer a justification for the nobility’s 

rule that is founded on reason. The fact that the royal family is best to govern is a matter 

based on nature and it is ordained by God. This view is imposed on the subjects by 

means of faith and belief, enforced by religious ceremony, and it is shared by everyone. 

Cavendish does not discuss whether or not the Emperor is reluctant to abdicate in fa-

vour of the Empress. It is possible that he is not. Since in the Blazing Wold the role of 

the individual is dependent on her abilities, and the belief in this system is shared by all 

members of society, the Emperor understands it is best to let the Empress take charge of 

the government because of her superior capability as a ruler. Also in The City of Sun the 
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Prince Prelate is described as reasonable and willing to abdicate in favour of a person 

who is more qualified in sciences and thus better able to govern (City of Sun, 45). 

Hobbes and Locke are silent on the rulers’ attitude to their power and status. Hobbes 

focuses on examining the rights and responsibilities of the sovereign, not what the sov-

ereign thinks about being most powerful. In Locke’s theory governors are elected from 

among the subjects and they have no personal attachment to their offices. Governing a 

commonwealth is their work, not a project that involves their persons. This topic is also 

outside of the scope of the works of Filmer and Newcastle, as well as utopian authors. 

The discussion of the sovereign’s relationship with power is, therefore, a feature that is 

unique in Cavendish’s theorising, indicating that she studies government from different 

and varying viewpoints, creating a new approach to political power. 

4. One Religion 

4.1. State and Religion 

Cavendish discusses religion and its relationship with the state in detail in The Blazing 

World. Her views on religion are in the form of fiction, but they can be discerned from 

the narrative rather easily. The Empress, after receiving absolute power in the Blazing 

World, asks the priests of her new world about the nature of their religion. She learns 

that “there was no more but one religion in all that world, nor no diversity of opinions in 

that same religion; for though there were several sorts of men, yet had they all but one 

opinion concerning the worship and adoration of God” (BW, 18). The citizens of the 

Blazing World believe in “the only, omnipotent, and eternal God, with all reverence, 

submission, and duty” (BW, 18). Women are excluded from religious practices, because 

the priests of the Blazing World hold that “men and women should [not] be promiscu-

ously together in time of religious worship; for their company hinders devotion, and 

makes many, instead of praying to God, direct their devotion to their mistresses” (BW, 

19). Women have no separate congregation but they pray at home if they have the desire 

to do so. The inhabitants of the Blazing World are not “Jews, Turks, or Christians” 

(BW, 19), but other than that Cavendish is ambiguous on the exact nature of the relig-

ion. However, she implies that their religion is not strict, nor does it consist of a plethora 

of complex ceremonies. The religious practices are very simple and the worship of God 

consists only of prayers that are adjusted to different situations and needs (BW, 19). 

The citizens of the Blazing World were unanimous about religion when the Empress 

became the sovereign and their religious practices caused no disturbances. Yet she was 
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displeased and “considered by herself the manner of their religion, and finding it very 

defective, was troubled, that so wise and knowing a people should have no more knowl-

edge of the divine truth” (BW, 49). The Empress decides to convert her subjects to a 

new religion, and she appoints herself as its leader. She turns out to have the qualities of 

a good priest, possessing “an excellent gift of preaching”, and being able to convert the 

citizens “not only soon, but [she also] gained an extraordinary love of all her subjects 

throughout that world” (BW, 49). According to Boesky, this new religion of the Blazing 

World is Christianity
16

, but she offers no reasons for her interpretation (Boesky 1996, 

134). Other critics do not discuss explicitly what religion Cavendish argues for, but they 

imply it could be Christianity or, more precisely, Anglicanism. On the surface it looks 

plausible that Cavendish might find the latter to be ideal for a state religion. She holds 

that “a true sovereign must control everything that has the potential for power” (Thell 

2008, 455), including the church. Anglicanism denies the authority of the Catholic Pope 

and assigns all power to the temporal monarch, which enables the sovereign to hold 

control over the church. Moreover, the assumption that Cavendish supports Anglican-

ism is enabled and justified by Cavendish’s own denomination and the theorising of her 

husband who greatly influenced her political thinking. Cavendish was an Anglican her-

self although she was not devout in her faith (Whitaker 2002, 35). Newcastle supports 

Anglicanism, or as he calls it, the Church of England (Advice, 14). In The Blazing 

World Cavendish hints that she has some interest in Jewish Cabbala (BW, 68–69), a 

work that many philosophers of the seventeenth century, such as Henry More, were 

intrigued by. However, her interest is limited to the mysticism and numerology of Cab-

bala, and it has no influence on Cavendish’s views on religion and government. 

Even though Christianity prevailed in the theories of the English seventeenth century 

political writers, to me it is not evident that Cavendish supports it in The Blazing World. 

In my view, Cavendish’s notions on religion do not fit into the traditional understanding 

of Christianity, and what she says about the relationship between church and state chal-

lenges and breaks down the dichotomy of two separate powers that is present in Chris-

tian commonwealths. According to my reading, instead of arguing for Christianity, 

Cavendish establishes a strong connection between church and state, and she founds a 

cult of personality around the sovereign who becomes the object of worship. It is true 

that Cavendish employs Christian terminology using concepts such as church, but that 

                                                 
16

 By Christianity I refer to the religion that is based on the teachings and person of Jesus Christ. I use the 

term Christianity when it is not necessary to make a distinction between the different branches of Christi-

anity, in particular Catholicism and Anglicanism, that Cavendish was influenced by, and when the differ-

ences in the doctrines of different Christian denominations are not relevant for the purpose in question. 
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can be understood merely as a method of protecting herself from accusations of heresy 

and atheism. Christian terms do not alter the core of her arguments. According to my 

reading of religion as a cult of personality, the divine truth that Cavendish mentions 

refers to the sovereign’s role as a godly being and the fact that her rule is justified and 

authorised by God. Like the Roman emperors, she is the divine link between people and 

God. As a priest, she is also the one who interprets the articles of faith and communi-

cates them to her subjects. She is not only the head of the church but the church and the 

devotion are centred on her person, as she is greatly admired by her subjects who desire 

to worship her. A look at the system of politics and religion in the Roman Empire, 

Christian political theories, and the development of the relationship between church and 

state reveals why the new religion in The Blazing World is not Christianity but an impe-

rial cult. 

In the Roman Empire, politics and religion were intertwined and inseparable (Burton 

1912, 86). Religion was not a system of belief based on a scripture, but the Latin term 

religio could, firstly, refer to religious respect for and devotion to authorities, gods, an-

cestors and traditions. It was a mental state that encouraged due respect for the people 

and institutions that a common citizen was expected to obey, and it ensured that the 

status of the authorities was sustained. Secondly, it meant religious ceremonies that 

were used to celebrate the cycle of the year or important events, such as the end of ma-

jor wars. The emperor performed the ceremonies and adopted the role of the pontifex 

maximus (Cameron 2007, 341). He was the highest priest, who was in charge of the 

appropriate means of approaching gods and interpreting religious doctrines, enjoying a 

great respect from the senate and other officials (Szemler 1971, 106–107). This, to-

gether with the idea that the emperor was a divine being with great abilities to protect 

and govern the imperium, helped an imperial cult to develop around his person. Starting 

from the deification of Caesar and Augustus, the emperors became deities and objects of 

worship during and after their lifetime (Burton 1912, 82–83). 

The emperors ceased to hold religious offices close to the time of the fall of the West 

Roman Empire. When Christianity became the state religion, the emperor was seen as a 

protector of church and state, and he was considered to have received his authority from 

God (Knowles 1967, 5). The performance of religious ceremonies belonged to priests. 

After the fall of the West Roman Empire the succeeding kingdoms were weak, and the 

church was able to increase its power. Church and monarchy became decisively sepa-

rate powers and their functions were distinguished. This is also when the problem of 
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church and state emerged, a question that is typical of Christianity and that has re-

mained unresolved (Wood 1967, 258). The policy that prevailed through the Middle 

Ages was that of the Two Swords. According to this doctrine, there are two kinds of 

power, spiritual and temporal. The church has the spiritual power, or sword, to defend 

the right faith, and the king has the temporal power, or sword, to defend the Christian 

world with physical force. Popes often argued that both swords belonged to them, that 

the only role of the kings was to defend the church on their authorisation and that the 

church was superior to kingdoms (Knowles 1967, 8–9; Wood 1967, 261). Monarchs 

also presented claims for control over the church (Knowles 1967, 11). 

In practice, however, it was in the interests of both the church and the monarchs to co-

operate and observe the Two Swords doctrine. That this system was beneficial is dem-

onstrated by the fact that the struggle for power between the church and the kings that 

continued throughout the Middle Ages had little influence on the view that government 

and church must be separate. The division of powers was not challenged. John of Salis-

bury, for example, distinguishes between church and state but holds the temporal mon-

arch to be inferior to the church and the Pope (Policraticus, Book IV, Chapter 3, 32–

33). Even Martin Luther, criticising the Catholic Church, argues that the functions of 

priest and king must remain separate, and that the church has only spiritual powers 

while jurisdiction and the right to use coercion belong solely to the temporal authority 

(Skinner 1978b, 14–15). The role of the church was not questioned until the fifteenth 

and sixteenth centuries, when emerging absolute monarchs opposed the church and re-

garded the king as the only divine authority (Knowles 1967, 9–10; 12; Wood 1967, 

262–263). Even though the king became the absolute monarch and gained control over 

the church, he did not carry out any tasks that belonged to the priests. He was not a 

priest or a member of the clergy, and the two functions remained distinct. 

In the seventeenth century the separation of church and state, as well as of king and 

priest, continued to dominate political theories. Filmer does not explicitly discuss the 

relationship of church and state, but it is reasonable to assume that he intends govern-

ment and church to be closely connected because he considers that the origin of and 

justification for the monarchy stem from the Bible and Christianity (Patriarcha, 6–10). 

Yet he considers that the monarch has no authority in priestly functions. Hobbes argues 

that the sovereign must hold the highest ecclesiastical power and be in command of the 

church. As the sovereign is the head of the church, the clergy is inferior to the temporal 

monarch who holds jurisdiction both in temporal matters and in matters concerning the 
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church (L XLII, 391). Yet Hobbes distinguishes between the offices of the sovereign 

and the priest. Even though the sovereign is higher in the hierarchy than the clergy, the 

sovereign does not adopt the tasks of the priests. The clergy is in charge of conducting 

spiritual ceremonies, although interpreting religious doctrines is the privilege of the 

sovereign (L XXXIX, 322). The sovereign also has a close connection to the divinity. 

According to Springborg, Hobbes sees the sovereign as God’s deputy on Earth (Spring-

borg 1996, 353). It is unclear whether the clergy, too, serves as a mediator between God 

and humans, but it seems that its only role is to perform religious rituals under the su-

pervision of the sovereign. 

Newcastle writes to Charles II that “your Majestie [shall] bee not only an absolute 

kinge, But pope within your Dominions nexte, & Imediatly after Christe, Supreme head 

And Governor” (Advice, 14). He argues that there are two states among the Christians: a 

civil state and an ecclesiastical state (Advice, 12). The monarch must be the head of 

them both, and his role is to be God’s vicar on earth. Newcastle holds that Catholicism 

and Presbyterianism are not compatible with monarchy where only one person is the 

head of the commonwealth, as the role of the Pope as the head of the church is a threat 

to the sovereign’s authority. If one of those denominations prevailed in a kingdom, re-

ligion and the religious leaders with their demands for temporal power would lead to 

conflicts and eventually civil war (Advice, 13). Newcastle takes the view that religious 

ceremonies should be performed by the clergy, but that the sovereign must appoint as 

churchmen those who are most loyal as well as most competent in order to promote the 

ends of the civil society. Moreover, the sovereign ought to provide the clergy with 

printed sermons that the priests are allowed to preach, controlling the teachings that are 

conveyed to the subjects (Advice, 19). Therefore, even though the sovereign is the head 

of the church, he does not serve as a priest. 

Locke holds that church and state must be strictly separate. It is “above all things neces-

sary to distinguish exactly the business of civil government from that of religion” (Tol-

eration
17

, 15). He examines religion and government in different texts; his Second Trea-

tise devoted to his political theory covers no matters related to church or religion, and in 

A Letter Concerning Toleration, containing his reflections on religion, he refrains from 

discussing the details of civil government. This emphasises his view that religious and 

                                                 

17
 Toleration = Locke, John [1689] (1963): A Letter Concerning Toleration. Latin and English Texts 

Revised and Edited with Variants and an Introduction by Mario Montuori. Martinus Nijhoff, The Hague. 
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temporal authorities belong to different spheres. To Locke it is self-evident that the 

tasks of the church and those of the state are attended to by different individuals. The 

officials of the government are responsible for the temporal affairs of the state, and mat-

ters of the spiritual domain are the privilege of the clergy. 

In addition to political theorists, utopian writers express their belief in the superiority of 

Christianity, implicitly adopting the idea of the separation of the powers of church and 

state. The religion in the City of Sun is reminiscent of Christianity even though it is 

based on the law of nature and has many pagan elements, including the role of the moon 

and the sun in defining the times and forms of worship (City of Sun, 37; 65; 67; 109–

111; 115; 119). If the citizens had knowledge of Christianity, Campanella believes that 

they would endorse it (City of Sun, 67). Campanella is, however, different from many of 

the seventeenth century political theorists, as he depicts the Prince Prelate as the highest 

priest, and states that other chief officials serve as priests, too (City of Sun, 101). In 

Utopia there are different religions; there are, for example, worshippers of the sun and 

worshippers of the moon, but they all agree “that there is one Supreme Being, Who is 

responsible for the creation and management of the universe” (Utopia, 117). When Uto-

pians learn about Christianity, many citizens choose to adopt it as it is rather similar to 

their own systems of belief (Utopia, 118). More keeps religion and government distinct, 

and priests are assigned tasks that are separate from government offices (Utopia, 123). 

Bacon does not discuss the relationship of state and religion, and only mentions that his 

ideal society, Bensalem, is a Christian commonwealth, as Christianity was revealed to 

them approximately “twenty years after the ascension of our Saviour” in a miraculous 

and spectacular manner (New Atlantis, 46–49). 

Cavendish holds that the sovereign must have comprehensive control over religious 

practices, and in the voice of the Empress she praises the Grand Signior who “has the 

command both over church and state, and none dares oppose him” (BW, 78). However, 

she not only argues that the sovereign must have control over the church, but also estab-

lishes a cult of personality around her. This is first and foremost suggested by the sover-

eign’s role as a priest; the fictional Empress preaches sermons to her subjects and 

Cavendish does not say whether there are other priests in the Blazing World after the 

new religion has been introduced. If Cavendish argued for Anglicanism or Christianity 

in general, she would also argue that the sovereign is the head of the church but does 

not serve as a priest. She might follow the example of Newcastle and hold that the sov-

ereign has to supply the clergy with sermons that they are allowed to preach. She would 
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maintain the separation of church and state. But this is not what she does. The connec-

tion between church and state in Cavendish’s ideal society is much closer than in Chris-

tian commonwealths, and it is reminiscent of the system of politics and religion in the 

Roman Empire and its imperial cult. 

4.2. Function of Religion 

The function of religion in The Blazing World supports the reading that the new religion 

introduced by the sovereign is a cult of personality. As I have explained above, Caven-

dish emphasises that the sovereign is a divine being and she describes how the subjects 

wish to honour her as a deity. Cavendish utilises this desire and the inherent divinity of 

the sovereign to found a cult of personality around the sovereign’s person, making her 

the object of religious worship. To construct this cult, she draws on the imperial cult of 

the Roman Empire and the idea of emperor worship, where religion was a means to 

show respect to the person of the emperor and his virtues (Burton 1912, 86–87). In this 

way Cavendish provides further support for her argument as to the divine nature of 

monarchy and establishes a strong connection between divinity and the godly monarch. 

In her absolute monarchy, where all power is assigned to the sovereign, the monarch 

must be seen by subjects as God’s representative on Earth. They must see that the sov-

ereign has received her authority from God and that she is a deity herself. As the leader 

of the religious ceremonies and object of worship, the sovereign can emphasise her di-

vine attributes and make it more conspicuous that she has the natural abilities to govern. 

Because Cavendish supports mystical and divine monarchy, The Blazing World can also 

be seen as a criticism of Puritanism, which attempted to “demythologize the powers of 

church and state” (Trubowitz 1992, 236). As a response to their attempts at rationalisa-

tion, she introduces mystical elements in the monarchy by establishing a strong connec-

tion between religion and government. 

Moreover, for Cavendish religion has merely instrumental value and only a political 

function in the commonwealth. She shows no interest in the welfare of the souls of the 

subjects or their spiritual life. Instead, she was concerned about the events of the Eng-

lish civil war and the troubles that it caused to the nation, families and individuals. Be-

cause of the consequences of the war that she witnessed, she attempts to establish a po-

litical system that secures peace and prevents the emergence of factions. When the state 

religion is a cult of personality, it is easier to attain a lasting peace, while this goal can-

not be achieved if church and state are separate, and if the clergy is strong enough to be 

able to determine the content and form of religious doctrines and ceremonies. All sub-
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jects express their support directly to the sovereign in religious ceremonies, which en-

ables her to prevent dissent and, if necessary, quell dissenting political opinions quickly. 

Cavendish’s understanding of the term church lends support to the reading that Caven-

dish is in favour of a cult of personality that has a purely political objective of control-

ling the subjects. Cavendish seems to refer by church to the body of subjects as a whole, 

even though she does not explicitly define this term in The Blazing World. It can be 

inferred that she does not restrict the church members to cover only those people who 

convene to worship (the Christian) God, but considers that it consists of all citizens. As 

in non-Christian societies, the religious community and the state are composed of the 

same individuals (Wood 1967, 257), and they are both governed by the sovereign. Here 

Cavendish again departs from her contemporaries. Hobbes defines church as a company 

of people who profess Christianity (L XXXIX, 321). For him, the aim of the church is 

to help people to attain eternal life (Martinich 1992, 296; L XLII, 341). According to 

Locke, the church is as “a voluntary society of men, joining themselves together of their 

own accord in order to the public worshipping of God” (Toleration, 23). The end of the 

church is “the public worship of God, and, by means thereof, the acquisition of eternal 

life” (Toleration, 29). For Cavendish, the objective of the church is to keep all the sub-

jects obedient to the sovereign and to achieve a lasting peace. She is not interested in the 

salvation of souls or eternal life, typical goals of religion, for religion has only a politi-

cal function in her ideal commonwealth. 

Peace and lack of religious conflicts are, obviously, also the major objectives in the po-

litical theories of Cavendish’s contemporaries. The difference is that unlike Cavendish, 

many of them find that church and religion are of little importance in governing the 

commonwealth, and they consider religion and politics to belong to different spheres of 

life. The right Christian faith is considered important for each individual and his or her 

soul, and temporal authority is seen as necessary because earthly matters are its spe-

cialty. Other theorists of the seventeenth century also base the justification of govern-

ment on temporal grounds, and there is no need to establish a connection between the 

government and the divine. Hobbes, however, agrees with Cavendish and argues that 

church and religion are important in governing the commonwealth. They must be sub-

ordinate to the civil sovereign, and in the third part of Leviathan Hobbes describes a 

formulation of Christianity that serves the needs of a temporal commonwealth (L XII, 

79; XXXII, 255). Yet he considers religion important in itself, too, because the right 

belief guarantees access to eternal life (Martinich 1992, 296). 
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In Locke’s view, religion is each individual’s personal project, separate from public 

affairs. Since the church has its own special purpose, it cannot be utilised by the gov-

ernment for temporal and political purposes. The function of government is to protect 

the material possessions of individuals and to maintain stability, tasks that have no reli-

gious connotations (STG §123–124, 368–369). Civil magistrates have no authority to 

legislate on religious matters (Toleration, 19–21), and, correspondingly, church officials 

must not extend their power into civil affairs (Toleration, 39). For Locke, religion is not 

a political question or a justified method of governing a commonwealth. 

Newcastle, however, finds that one of the functions of religion is to maintain peace and 

order, and it ought to be utilised for this purpose by the monarch. He holds that the king 

should keep power over the church solely in his own hands in order to avoid disputes 

and disorder (Advice, 23; Broad & Green 2009, 214–215; James 2003, xxvi). The clergy 

must assist the monarch in maintaining peace in the commonwealth. To ensure the loy-

alty of the priests, the sovereign ought to limit the power of the clergy, and the bishops, 

especially the bishop of London, should preach so as to avoid factions and encourage 

subjects to remain loyal to the king (Advice, 16; 19). It is obvious that to Newcastle re-

ligion serves as a means of control and it has a political function in his theory. As the 

monarch has control over the administration and teachings of the church, Newcastle’s 

views come close to those of Cavendish, and it is likely that she was influenced by him. 

In the Roman Empire, unlike in Christian commonwealths, the function of religion was 

closely related to politics and power. According to Szemler, “cult and rites were fos-

tered emphatically by the governing nobility for the sake of political expediency, and 

for that only” (Szemler 1971, 129). All people were expected to attend the ceremonies, 

and because of that religion also had a function as a unifying force that created in the 

people a sense of belonging to the community and understanding their roles in society. 

Religion was a factor that united the community and helped the aristocracy to ensure the 

continued existence of traditional social order and institutions (Szemler 1971, 122; 124–

125). As the emperor served as the highest priest and was the object of worship, religion 

was also a means of expressing support and devotion to him (Burton 1912, 86). Due to 

the role of religious practices, it is obvious that religion and politics were closely con-

nected and the emperor utilised religion in governing the imperium. All power in tem-

poral and religious matters was in the hands of the emperor, whose authority was abso-

lute. His status as a divine being ensured that the subjects remained obedient to him, and 

he was able to quell dissent efficiently. This is what Cavendish, too, seems to aim at. 
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Because of the function of religion in the maintenance of peace, as well as the definition 

of church, in The Blazing World Cavendish considers it crucial that all citizens submit 

to the state-governed religion and participate in religious ceremonies. Critics hold that 

in her other texts Cavendish adopts a more lenient attitude towards freedom of con-

science, and even supports compromise on religious matters (Broad & Green 2009, 

215–217; James 2003, xxvii). James also argues that the religion that Cavendish de-

scribes in The Blazing World requires only minimal conformity due to her agnosticism 

on religion and the nature of God, of which human beings are incapable of acquiring 

knowledge (James 2003, xxvii). In my view Cavendish is not as tolerant and lenient as 

James suggests. As she argues for an imperial cult whose function is purely political, 

the requirement that everyone must submit to the state religion supports the reading that 

she expects more than minimal conformity. The unity of opinion that Cavendish de-

mands from the scientific community applies to the subjects as church members, too. 

The citizens of her ideal society must agree on matters of faith, and they must all follow 

the same religion imposed on them by the sovereign so that dissent and quarrels over 

spiritual questions can be avoided. 

Cavendish’s reservations towards lenience are obvious, as in her utopia the Empress 

also establishes a congregation for women, who “generally had quick wits, subtle con-

ceptions, clear understandings, and solid judgments, [and they] became, in a short time, 

very devout and zealous sisters” (BW, 49). According to feminist readings, the fact that 

Cavendish establishes a congregation for women means that Cavendish attempts to im-

prove the condition of women by providing them with more public lives (Trubowitz 

1992, 235). Even though this reading is not necessarily wrong, a more gender-neutral 

political reading is also possible. In my view, by introducing a religious establishment 

of women Cavendish simply imposes the official state religion on all subjects, even 

those who were previously exempted from participating in ceremonies. The sovereign 

ensures that even her female subjects worship her and submit to the imperial cult. As 

the objective of the church is, for Cavendish, to keep all the subjects obedient to the 

sovereign and to achieve a lasting peace, to reach these goals it is important that 

women, too, are church members. 

This strict view on conforming to the state religion distinguishes Cavendish from many 

other philosophers of the seventeenth century. It seems that Hobbes is rather intolerant 

in the sense that he expects all subjects to follow the religion supported by the sover-

eign. Locke holds that civil magistrates should tolerate churches, their forms of worship 
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and doctrines, as long as they are not against universally shared opinions on human so-

ciety (Toleration, 57; 67; 89). Religious assemblies do not cause factions that threaten 

civil magistrates (Toleration, 95–101), and, unlike Cavendish, Locke argues that intol-

erance, not diversity of beliefs, is the cause of conflicts within a nation. “It is not the 

diversity of opinions (which cannot be avoided), but the refusal of toleration to those 

that are of different opinions (which might have been granted), that has produced all the 

bustles and wars that have been in the Christian world upon account of religion” (Tol-

eration, 105). As church and government are separate institutions, civil government has 

no authority to compel anyone to follow a particular religion (Toleration, 17). 

Even though other utopian authors believe in the superiority of Christianity, they seem 

rather tolerant. In Utopia religious tolerance is “one of the most ancient principles of 

their constitution” (Utopia, 119). More holds that quarrels about religion cause distur-

bances, but he adopts tolerance instead of forcing everyone to follow the same faith. To 

maintain peace, it is best that everyone can practise the religion she likes and, if she 

pleases, attempt to convert others in a polite manner, based on rational arguments (Uto-

pia, 119). Bacon, too, supports tolerance. In addition to Christians, there are also Jews 

in Bensalem who are allowed to practise their own religion (New Atlantis, 63). Cam-

panella is silent on tolerance in The City of Sun. He implies that all citizens follow the 

same religion and there is no dissent on the contents of beliefs. The natural religion that 

prevails in the City of Sun is close to Christianity, and Campanella speculates that over 

time Christianity will spread to cover the entire world (City of Sun, 121). 

4.3. Ceremony 

Cavendish holds that the subjects’ religious faith, obedience to the sovereign and dispo-

sition to peaceful coexistence are not permanent but can wear out over time. The divine 

nature of the sovereign is not enough to ensure that the subjects consider her to be a 

godly being and remain obedient to her. Continued obedience to the sovereign and 

church requires encouragement, and Cavendish contends that the sovereign must utilise 

ceremony and external symbols to indicate who the ruler is and to establish more visibly 

her divine status in order to maintain religious belief and peace among the subjects. 

Ceremony is, therefore, an important element of the cult of personality that Cavendish 

introduces. 

A more fundamental reason for ceremony lies in Cavendish’s views on human psychol-

ogy. She believes that people are inherently dissenting, and some individuals are natu-

rally wicked, which is consistent with her notion that there are different and unequal 
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classes of citizens in society. It is unlikely that she has any interest in vices and religious 

faith for the sake of subjects’ moral state – after all, religion has only instrumental value 

to her; rather, her interest stems from the fact that vice leads to social unrest and threat-

ens to undermine the authority of the monarch. According to Battigelli, Cavendish be-

lieves the human mind to be inherently of a “disputatious nature”, and her writings all 

reflect her concern about the atrocities that can ensue from human nature (Battigelli 

1998, 46–55). 

This reveals that Cavendish is, like Hobbes, pessimistic about humans and their ability 

to live peacefully (Battigelli 1998, 45; Boyle 2006, 259). A similar lack of faith in hu-

man nature and people’s ability to aim at peace is implicit in the thoughts of Newcastle, 

too. This deep pessimism is possibly inspired by Machiavelli who describes people in 

general as ungrateful, fickle, false, cowardly, and covetous (Prince, 62). He holds that 

people must be made scared of the consequences of acting against the commands of the 

sovereign, because otherwise they would be prone to disobey and cause disorder (Skin-

ner 1978, xviii). With her view on human nature, Cavendish distances herself from uto-

pianism and the description of an ideal society, and presents an overtly realistic political 

view of her own about people and the need for control. Even though there is a unity of 

opinion on government and religion in her fictional world, in most actual societies there 

are disagreements about beliefs between individuals. She explains how these disagree-

ments can be quelled by means of ceremony and how obedience to the sovereign is en-

sured. 

Cavendish’s fictional Empress recognises the political function of the new religion and 

understands the need for ceremony. She, “fearing that in time they [i.e. her subjects] 

would grow weary, and desert the divine truth, following their own fancies, and living 

according to their own desires; [...] studied all manner of ways to prevent it” (BW, 49). 

Her solution for maintaining religious belief is to build two chapels for preaching ser-

mons. One of them is comforting and “an emblem of Heaven”, where “the Empress 

appeared like an angel” and “preached sermons of comfort to those that repented of 

their sins, and were troubled at their own wickedness” (BW, 50). The function of this 

chapel is to strengthen the faith in those who are virtuous and obedient subjects to the 

sovereign. The other chapel, an emblem of Hell, “seemed to be all in a flaming-fire”, 

designed for preaching “sermons of terror to the wicked” where the Empress “told them 

of the punishments for their sins, to wit, that after this life they should be tormented in 

an everlasting fire” (BW, 50). The function of the second chapel is to remind the dis-
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obedient subjects by means of fear and terror that obedience to the monarch is more 

beneficial than disobedience. What is common to both chapels is that they are a means 

for the Empress to create astonishing spectacles to dazzle her subjects and appear as a 

divine, god-like being. 

The chapels serve as a good example of the type of ceremony that Cavendish expects 

the sovereign to utilise. Critics are unanimous that ceremony and the chapels have a 

purely political role in The Blazing World (James 2003, xix; Thell 2008, 454; Boesky 

1996, 135; Cottegnies 2010, 85; 87). The chapels are the environment in which the sov-

ereign can be worshipped, and their objective is to ensure that the worship of the divine 

is, at the same time, the worship of the sovereign. In the Roman Empire, too, temples 

were built for the deified emperors, either during their lifetime or after their death, and 

they served as locations where people were able to publicly worship the emperors and 

show their support for them (Burton 1912, 85). The influence of this practice is evident 

in Cavendish’s description of the chapels and their objectives. 

When the monarch, holding the highest position in the church and being the object of 

worship, applies ceremonies appropriately, she may appear as a greater authority, which 

discourages subjects from rebelling. This, in turn, secures stability and emphasises the 

political objective of religion. In the Roman Empire, too, the emperor was seen as the 

symbolic religious mediator, and being in charge of ceremonies strengthened his posi-

tion as the absolute leader (Cameron 2007, 359). In The Blazing World, the Empress can 

easily attain this status as an inviolable authority. Her subjects naturally consider her to 

be a deity and of divine nature, and they can readily accept that she becomes the head of 

the church and that she is worshipped in her chapels. She is seen as a goddess, “a messi-

anic figure who is given rule over universal monarchy” (Cottegnies 2010, 85). With the 

help of ceremony, this status and her rule are strengthened. There is also a connection 

between religious ceremonies and the maintenance of hierarchy in Cavendish’s ideal 

commonwealth (James 2003, xxviii; Fowler 1996, 39). Ceremonies are a tangible re-

minder of the classes in society and the special status of monarchy and the monarch. It 

helps the sovereign to implement the unequal treatment of citizens that is enabled and 

justified by the natural differences of social classes. 

Even though religious ceremonies are purely a means of control and suppressing dis-

senting opinions, Cavendish argues that faith and obedience to the monarch cannot be 

attained by force (James 2003, xxvii). They are better achieved through love, which 

guarantees lasting peace and obedience. 
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And thus the Empress, by art, and her own ingenuity, did not only convert 

the Blazing World to her own religion, but kept them in a constant belief, 

without enforcement or blood-shed; for she knew well, that belief was a 

thing not to be forced or pressed upon the people, but to be instilled into 

their minds by gentle persuasions; and after this manner she encouraged 

them also in all other duties and employments, for fear, though it makes 

people obey, yet does it not last so long, nor is it so sure a means to keep 

them to their duties, as love (BW, 50–51). 

By love Cavendish refers to persuasion by means of ceremony that is directed at the 

psychology of the citizens. Due to effective ceremonies, the sovereign is able to avoid 

the use of physical violence to obtain and maintain religious belief and peace. However, 

the encouraging persuasions may not be as gentle as Cavendish wants the reader to be-

lieve, but are rather a form of psychological manipulation. Yet her views are more leni-

ent than those of Machiavelli, who feels that the sovereign should rather be feared than 

loved by the subjects, in the event that the ideal option, governing with both fear and 

love, is impossible to attain (Prince, 59–72). Newcastle holds the ceremonies of the 

Church of England to be important in keeping people faithful to the church and the sov-

ereign. 

Seremoney though itt is nothing in itt Selfe, yet it doth Every thing, – for 

what is a king, more than a subiecte, Butt for seremoney, & order, when 

that fayles him, hees Ruiend, – what is the Church, without Seremoney, & 

order, when that fayles, the Church is Ruind [...] so that Seremoney, & or-

der, with force, Governs all, both In peace, & war. (Advice, 44–45.) 

In Newcastle’s theory, the status of the monarch is established and maintained by cere-

mony, and without it the sovereign would lose all authority and power. Ceremony is the 

factor that creates respect and obedience towards the king, and he must ensure that 

ceremony is maintained and that it becomes solidly established in the commonwealth. 

The ruler must present himself gloriously and appear to the subjects as if he were God 

(Advice, 45). The sovereign has to create this effect by both love and fear, “mixte to-

gether as occation Serves” (Advice, 68). Hobbes says little about the appropriate ways to 

worship God, but people must attend public worships of God as the sovereign orders, so 

that religious ceremonies are also a matter of obedience to the sovereign (Martinich 

1992, 299). Other political thinkers are silent on ceremony, because of their belief that 

religion is of little relevance in governing a commonwealth. 

4.4. Symbols of Power 

In addition to ceremony, Cavendish holds that the monarch has to make the hierarchy 

tangible and visible to the subjects by means of multiple external signs and symbols. In 

The Blazing World, these signs and symbols of power indicate that the Empress and the 
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royal family are of divine nature, standing out from the rest of the citizens. Symbolism 

is a part of the cult that is constructed around the sovereign. Newcastle, too, finds exter-

nal symbols important so that the monarch can appear to be glorious, like a god (Advice, 

45). Other political theorists do not treat ceremony and symbolism in the manner that 

Cavendish does, and her discussion is a feature more frequently present in utopian lit-

erature. 

Cavendish describes the clothing of the Empress and her royal emblems in detail. 

Her accoutrement after she was made Empress, was as followeth: on her 

head she wore a cap of pearl, and a half-moon of diamonds just before it; 

on the top of her crown came spreading over a broad carbuncle, cut in the 

form of the sun; her coat was of pearl, mixed with blue diamonds, and 

fringed with red ones; her buskins and sandals were of green diamonds: in 

her left hand she held a buckler, to signify the defence of her dominions; 

which buckler was made of that sort of diamond as has several different 

colours; and being cut and made in the form of an arch, showed like a 

rainbow; in her right hand she carried a spear made of a white diamond, 

cut like the tail of a blazing star, which signified that she was ready to as-

sault those that proved her enemies (BW, 15–16). 

Cavendish notes that the Empress wears the same accoutrements when she encounters 

representatives of other nations (BW, 96–97). Cavendish’s ideal sovereign also travels 

in style, as 

her royal chariots are very glorious, the body is one entire green diamond; 

the four small pillars that bear up the top-cover, are four white diamonds, 

cut in the form thereof; the top or roof of the chariot is one entire blue 

diamond, and at the four corners are great springs of rubies; the seat is 

made of cloth of gold, stuffed with amber-gris beaten small; the chariot is 

drawn by twelve unicorns, whose trappings are all chains of pearl; and as 

for her barges, they are only of gold (BW, 107). 

The materials, shapes and colours of the Empress’s clothes and accessories are filled 

with meaning and symbolism. Cavendish explicitly mentions that the function of the 

Empress’s spear is to signify her readiness to defend her world against aggressors. It can 

also be seen to serve as a symbol of her willingness to defend the status of the royal 

family. If the nobility and its position are threatened by the subjects who desire for 

power, the Empress is ready to quell the rebellions and restore internal peace. The spear 

and the buckler convey the impression of a military leader who is determined to protect 

her nation. 

Pearls, jewels and diamonds are special materials and, even though they abound in the 

Blazing World, “[n]one was allowed to use or wear gold but those of the imperial race, 

which were the only nobles of the state; nor durst anyone wear jewels but the Emperor, 
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the Empress and their eldest son” (BW, 16). Here Cavendish disagrees with More who 

describes how gold, silver and jewels are not highly valued in Utopia, being only a 

means of “punishing slaves, humiliating criminals, or amusing small children” (Utopia, 

86–88). Cavendish holds that rich materials are the privilege of the nobility, a method of 

creating a certain distance between the aristocracy and the rest of the population. Dia-

monds and gold have political significance; they signify that the person wearing them 

belongs to the highest class in the hierarchy. 

The colours of the diamonds in the Empress’s clothing, emblems and carriage are strong 

and powerful. When combined, they create a brilliant and blazing effect, that of a rain-

bow. By wearing these materials and colours the Empress appears to be radiating light. 

This effect is strengthened by her buckler that is “made in the form of an arch”, and it 

seems like a rainbow sparkling in all colours. Cavendish was most likely inspired to use 

this symbol by the Rainbow portrait of Elizabeth I. She must have been familiar with 

the famous painting dating back to the first years of the 1600s, as it contains symbolism 

that Cavendish clearly applies in her description of the royal clothes and emblems of the 

Empress (Jowitt 1997, 392). 

The symbolism of the Rainbow portrait involves theological and political allegories 

(Fischlin 1997, 177). The rainbow that Elizabeth I holds in her right hand is particularly 

powerful and it conveys several ideas as to the qualities of the sovereign. It endows its 

bearer with masculine attributes (Fischlin 1997, 187). This helps the subjects to accept a 

female ruler in spite of the dominating patriarchal world view. It is also a symbol of 

divinity that connects the sovereign to God, serving as an emblem that signifies the 

monarch’s proximity to the divine and her ability to be a mediator between God and 

people (Fischlin 1997, 192). In the portrait there is a tag above the rainbow which reads 

Non Sine Sole Iris (not a rainbow without the sun), which means that without the queen 

who is radiating like the sun there would be no rainbow. If the rainbow in Elizabeth I’s 

portrait is understood to signify peace (Fischlin 1997, 196), the symbolism would indi-

cate that there is no peace without the queen. There is a similar allusion in Cavendish’s 

text. On the top of the Empress’s crown there is a carbuncle that symbolises the sun, 

and together with the rainbow it can be interpreted to mean that the Empress is the one 

who guarantees the existence of peace. In the portrait of Elizabeth I the rainbow can 

also be regarded as “an emblem of hope, tranquillity, wisdom, and faith” (Fischlin 1997, 

197) – similar attributes to those that Cavendish attaches to her ideal monarch. In a 

more general sense the Rainbow portrait is important because its symbolism “visualizes 
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the body of the Queen in a manner that acknowledges her two bodies, one symbolic the 

other corporeal” (Fischlin 1997, 204). It supports the reading that the monarch has two 

bodies, one physical and one politic. They are both represented by means of symbolism 

in the portrait of Elizabeth I as well as in the accoutrements of the Empress. 

Utopia and the City of Sun are communist commonwealths, and there is no need for 

symbols of power in those societies. However, symbolism and external signs of power 

are described by Bacon in New Atlantis. Rich colours, expensive materials, and symbols 

signifying leadership are present in his utopia. Bacon depicts the clothing and carriage 

of a member of Salomon’s House, one of the governors, who comes to visit the town in 

which the narrator is staying. Similarities to Cavendish’s description are obvious. 

He was clothed in a robe of fine black cloth […]. His under garment was 

of excellent white linen […]. He had gloves, that were curious [i.e. elabo-

rate], and set with stone; and shoes of peach-coloured velvet. […] His hat 

was like a helmet, or Spanish montera. […] He was carried in a rich char-

iot without wheels, litter-wise; with two horses at either end, richly 

trapped in blue velvet embroidered; and two footmen on each side in the 

like attire. The chariot was all of cedar, gilt, and adorned with crystal; save 

that the fore-end had pannels of sapphires, set in borders of gold; and the 

hinder-end the like of emeralds of the Peru colour. There was also a sun of 

gold, radiant, upon the top, in the midst; and on the top before, a small 

cherub of gold, with wings displayed. The chariot was covered with cloth 

of gold tissued upon blue. (New Atlantis, 67–68.) 

In Cavendish’s utopia, the residence of the royal family and the nobility is located in the 

part of the Blazing World that is called Paradise. It is an archipelago that is hard to 

reach, which creates a physical distance between the nobility and the rest of the citizens. 

The name Paradise has obvious religions connotations. Cavendish explicitly mentions 

that the biblical Paradise is located in the Blazing World and “it was the very same 

place where she [the Empress] kept her court, in the midst of the imperial city” (BW, 

57). This biblical reference lends more support to Cavendish’s argument that the sover-

eign is of a divine nature and a mediator between God and humans. To strengthen this 

effect, Cavendish describes the imperial city as a place that is enormous in size and con-

structed of the finest materials. The imperial city “was built of gold, and their architec-

tures were noble, stately and magnificent, not like our modern, but like those in the 

Roman’s time” (BW, 13–14). Here, too, Cavendish combines Christian ideas and Ro-

man practices. 

In The Blazing World, the imperial palace is surrounded by a wall made of pillars and 

arches that is “four of our English miles in compass”, and every half a mile there is a 

gate which serves as a passage from the imperial city to the palace (BW, 14). The palace 
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itself is situated in the middle of the palace area. It is of skilful design and enormous 

size, being “a mile and a half long, and half a mile broad”, and it has the appearance of a 

church (BW, 14). The interior of the palace and the apartment of the royal family are 

“rich with diamonds, pearls, rubies, and the like precious stones”, making the residence 

“most magnificent” (BW, 15). Even the decoration of the imperial room contains sym-

bolism, its roof being “of blue diamonds, and in the midst thereof was a carbuncle, 

which represented the sun; the rising and setting sun at the East and West side of the 

room were made of rubies” (BW, 15). The bedchamber of the Emperor is decorated by 

diamonds representing moon and stars (BW, 15). Cavendish draws again on the mag-

nificent and luxurious palaces of Roman emperors. Critics agree that this fictional de-

scription is full of political significance, and it symbolises the power and authority of 

the royal family. The majestic details and materials indicate that the royal family and 

their residence have a heavenly status (Thell 2008, 450, footnote 7). Precious stones and 

the architecture are symbols of perfection, and they are subtle allusions to the Bible and 

the divine (Cottegnies 2010, 84). 

Luxury is common to the Empress’s clothing, royal emblems and the residence of the 

royal family. It signifies that the nobility belongs to the top of hierarchy and it strength-

ens and sustains the power of the aristocracy. Luxury creates illusions, for example the 

blazing of the Empress’s clothing makes her appear radiant like the sun. This type of 

illusion is a part of ceremony, and each public appearance of the Empress is a spectacle. 

Boesky holds that one of the functions of luxury is to entertain (Boesky 1996, 135), but 

its political meaning is more relevant. Luxury connects the nobility to the divine, main-

tains hierarchy and by means of awe makes the subjects more willing to obey the sover-

eign. 

The Empress and the royal family create ceremony, luxury and symbols of power by 

utilising art and science (Thell 2008, 455). According to Fletcher, the Empress uses na-

ture’s powers to increase her authority and “she fashions herself after the ideal of na-

ture” (Fletcher 2007, 134). That is, she uses precious stones in order to appear as a di-

vine being and radiant like the sun. Creating the spectacular sermons that the Empress 

preaches in the chapels requires artificial inventions and the use of natural resources. 

The comfortable chapel is built of star-stone that is eternally blazing (BW, 50; 24). The 

chapel for preaching sermons to the wicked is constructed of fire-stone, a special kind 

of stone “whose nature was such, that being wetted, it would grow excessively hot, and 

break forth into a flaming-fire, until it became dry, and then it ceased from burning” 
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(BW, 49). The sovereign conveniently has access to scientific information, of which the 

rest of the population is ignorant. She uses this knowledge to create terror and amaze-

ment in the chapels, which supports the reading that science has a political function in 

Cavendish’s ideal society. This also provides a reason for Cavendish’s argument that 

most people should be ignorant: if they knew the causes of the spectacular phenomena 

the Empress creates, they would be less amazed, the ceremonies would have no effect 

on them, and the illusion would not be helpful in maintaining peace. 

5. One Law 

5.1. Warfare 

Cavendish’s ideal society is, as a matter of course, peaceful. The Blazing World is a 

united world of tranquillity and rich natural resources, with no internal or external wars 

(BW, 13). All inhabitants treat each other courteously and with respect, there being no 

disagreements or animosity between individuals or ethnic groups. In Cavendish’s ideal 

society absolute monarchy and a prudent sovereign guarantee the absence of civil wars. 

This comprehensive peace is a central element of utopias as well as political treatises 

that are, after all, descriptions of conditions leading to stability and enduring peace. In 

addition, in Cavendish’s ideal society there is a higher degree of civilisation than in the 

actual world, which is a typical feature of utopian literature and present also in Utopia, 

The City of Sun, and New Atlantis (Cottegnies 2010, 81). In these descriptions of ideal 

societies, social institutions are better organised and the quality of life is higher than in 

the actual world. Prolongation of life, for instance, is a theme that can be found in The 

Blazing World, New Atlantis and The City of Sun (Cottegnies 2010, 82–83). 

The Blazing World is hard to reach, which ensures that it is safe from aggressors from 

other worlds. It is connected to only one other world, the Empress’s native world, and to 

that by only one narrow passageway. Even though in her fiction Cavendish talks about 

worlds, it is possible that the Blazing World is a metaphor for a nation, and other worlds 

refer to foreign states. From this reading it follows that her ideal commonwealth is pro-

tected by its isolation from invasions by other nations. Paradise, the area where the 

royal family resides, is also protected by its geography. It is formed of an archipelago of 

several islands and rivers, and it is surrounded by high rocks that can be passed only by 

small vessels (BW, 13). This makes it secure against invasions from other parts of the 

Blazing World. Both More’s and Campanella’s ideal societies are also well protected 

from external threats, the former due to its geographical location and walls built around 
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towns (Utopia, 69; 72), and the latter by thick impenetrable walls encircling the city 

(City of Sun, 27–29). Bensalem is located in a secret and remote place, and is therefore 

unknown to the rest of the world (New Atlantis, 50; 46). Bacon does not describe how it 

is protected against unfriendly visitors, perhaps assuming that its secret location guaran-

tees its safety. 

Even though the peaceful mentality of the citizens and the geography of Cavendish’s 

ideal society guarantee the absence of internal and external wars, Cavendish addresses 

the problem of just war and strategies of warfare because they are connected to foreign 

affairs and relationships to other nations. She criticises aggressive foreign policy, find-

ing it useless and a threat to order within the nation. The Empress, when visiting the 

Duchess’s world, is surprised 

that not any particular state, kingdom or commonwealth, was contented 

with their own shares, but endeavoured to encroach upon their neighbours, 

and that their greatest glory was in plunder and slaughter, and yet their 

victories less than their expenses, and their losses more than their gains, 

but their being overcome in a manner their utter ruin. But that she won-

dered most at, was, that they should prize or value dirt more than men’s 

lives, and vanity more than tranquillity. (BW, 76–77.) 

Cavendish holds that warfare is justified only to protect the nation, not when the mere 

objective is to capture new areas, especially when it produces little profit. She is against 

conquering other nations because “conquerors seldom enjoy their conquest” as they are 

often feared by the new subjects, and they “most commonly come to an untimely end” 

(BW, 71). A commonwealth to which conquered areas are annexed is likely to remain 

unstable. This notion can be understood as Cavendish’s contribution to the discussion 

on England’s becoming a conquering nation in the mid-1600s (BW, 77, footnote 158). 

However, Cavendish understands that sometimes war cannot be avoided. If war does 

break out, casualties ought to be avoided while the enemy should only be made incapa-

ble of fighting (BW, 97–100; BW, The Epilogue To The Reader, 109). That the Blazing 

World is prepared for warfare is demonstrated by the fact that Cavendish mentions that 

it has a navy, which is trained to use battle array when fighting winds and storms (BW, 

11–12). Cavendish’s description implies that battle array can be resorted to against 

enemies, too, and her ideal society is capable of defending itself if required. 

Utopian authors share Cavendish’s dislike of war but admit that the commonwealth 

must be prepared for warfare. Utopians, too, loathe war. Yet everyone receives military 

training and Utopians have the ability to wage war when it is necessary to defend Uto-

pia, one of their allies or other friendly nations (Utopia, 109). The inhabitants of the 
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City of Sun have knowledge of artificial means of warfare, and they apply science to 

them, which guarantees that they are always victorious in the event that they cannot 

avoid engaging in a war (City of Sun, 87). Political theorists, however, approve of war-

fare and find it unavoidable. Machiavelli holds that warfare can be beneficial, as a ruler 

can enhance his reputation by “undertaking great campaigns and performing unusual 

deeds” (Prince, 76). Newcastle finds military matters important and begins his letter of 

advice by discussing the army. He mentions that the sovereign naturally ought to have 

control over the army (Advice, 5–9). He does not seem to be against embarking on mili-

tary operations; in fact he points out that sometimes they might benefit the safety and 

commerce of the nation (Advice, 74). Hobbes holds that the sovereign has the absolute 

right to decide on war and peace, as well as methods and strategies of warfare (L XVIII, 

126). Locke forms an exception as he shares Cavendish’s critical view on conquering 

other nations. He writes that conquest is not a means to establish a government, as 

founding a political community requires the consent of the subjects (STG §175–176, 

402–403). 

In the second part of The Blazing World, Cavendish describes how the internal affairs of 

the Blazing World are well organised, but the Empress learns that her native country is 

threatened by multiple aggressors and a war is looming. The Empress sends for the 

Duchess, and they devise a plan to save the Empress’s native country and to ensure that 

she “in a manner become[s the] mistress of all that world” (BW, 92). The Empress pre-

pares an army, has special ships built (including a submarine, the idea of which was 

suggested by Bacon), and leads the troops into her native world. There she offers her 

country assistance, and addresses the princes of her native world appearing like a divine 

being. Applying again the Blazing World’s natural resources as well as artificial means, 

she destroys the aggressors’ fleets and the cities of those aggressor nations “whose trade 

and traffic was merely by land” (BW, 98). She incapacitates the enemies of her native 

country from fighting and forces them to surrender without “cannons and all sorts of 

arms” (BW, 93). She renders the King of her native country “the most powerful mon-

arch of all that world” (BW, 98; 100). The obedience to this King is secured by the Em-

press’s threat of future attacks (BW, 102).The king is referred to as the King of EFSI
18

 

(BW, 101; 102), and he can be interpreted to be the fictional equivalent of King Charles 

II. 

                                                 
18

 EFSI refers to England, France, Scotland and Ireland, realms that England claimed for herself 

(Holmesland 1999, 473; Campbell 2004, 204). 
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The Empress’s military operations seem to conflict with Cavendish’s notion that gov-

erning a commonwealth, including the conduct of war, must not be based on violence 

but on gentle persuasions. A closer look reveals that the Empress destroys only material 

things, fleets and buildings, and Cavendish emphasises that no lives are lost (BW, Epi-

logue, 109). Even though the Empress uses force and threats, they are not targeted at 

people and she carefully avoids casualties. Moreover, her spectacular appearance and 

ostentatious destruction of fleets are forms of psychological manipulation, causing 

wonder and dread in the princes of her native world and making them willing to submit 

to the rule of the King of EFSI. Possibly due to her views on conquering nations, 

Cavendish depicts the Empress as a saviour instead of a conqueror (Trubowitz 1992, 

234). It is indeed true that the Empress does not adopt the role of a conqueror. The obe-

dience of the nations of the Empress’s native world is based on awe and fear, but no 

physical violence or threat thereof is utilised. 

As Cavendish describes the military identity of the Empress, she draws on Henrietta 

Maria who was a courageous, confident and loved leader (Battigelli 1998, 18–19). The 

Empress is not a bloodthirsty, ruthless war leader, but in her native world she is re-

garded as a divine being. The princes of different nations who come to see her “believed 

her to be some celestial creature, or rather an uncreated goddess, and they all had a de-

sire to worship her, for surely, said they, no mortal creature can have such a splendid 

and transcendent beauty, nor can any one have so great a power as she has” (BW, 101). 

Her spectacles make her appear “like an angel, or some deity, and all kneeled down 

before her, and worshipped her with all submission and reverence” (BW, 96). At the 

same time they are appalled and “verily believe, the time of judgement, or the last day 

was come”, which also “made them all fall down, and pray” (BW, 94). These reactions 

are initiated by the Empress’s spectacle that is similar to the religious ceremonies in the 

Blazing World. She is also considered to be a deity and worshipped in her native world, 

and the awe and wonder of the princes is reminiscent of that of the inhabitants of the 

Blazing World when they saw the Lady for the first time. Here Cavendish also provides 

further evidence for her view that external beauty can have political relevance (Thell 

2008, 459). She also suggests again that the sovereign must appear like a God to show 

that there is a connection between her and the divine. 

It remains unclear what the motives of the Empress are when she embarks on a military 

operation in her native world. Addressing the citizens of her country of birth, she claims 

that she has not come “to make bargains with you, or to regard my own interest, more 
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than your safety [...] All the return I desire, is but your grateful acknowledgement, and 

to declare my power, love and loyalty to my native country” (BW, 96). She seems to 

provide assistance for her native country due to altruism, even though she also refers to 

her personal gain and desire to be recognised as also having power in the world where 

she was born. Perhaps most importantly, Cavendish attempts to create the impression 

that the warfare in the Empress’s native world is a form of a divine intervention: the 

Empress, speaking to the princes of her native world, explains how “Heaven was much 

displeased” at the injuries that her native country had endured (BW, 102). Cavendish 

implies that gods are again playing an active role in politics, informing the Empress of 

the injustices and sending her to make the King of EFSI the most powerful sovereign in 

that world. Fate leads the Empress back to her native world, and the role of the sover-

eign as the mediator between God and humans is evident once again. 

5.2. Legislation and Goals of Government 

There are only a few laws in the Blazing World. Cavendish holds that “many laws made 

many divisions, which most commonly did breed factions, and at last break out into 

open wars” (BW, 18). Cavendish does not explain why many laws cause many divi-

sions. She also fails to mention what the laws of her ideal society are and what aspects 

of human life they regulate. She claims on a more general level that in a well-organised 

commonwealth the number of laws can be small if the laws are well designed and meet 

the needs of the society. When the Empress desires to write a moral cabbala, consisting 

of the complete moral code and all moral norms, the Duchess advises her that such a 

work is not necessary. The citizens need to know only two moral laws: love your 

neighbour and fear God (BW, 69). If the subjects obey these rules, order is ensured. 

Cavendish holds that they are enough because they create mutual respect between citi-

zens who are neighbours to each other, and it encourages peaceful cooperation between 

different classes that can be seen as neighbours, too. The command to fear God guaran-

tees, with the help of religion and ceremony, obedience towards the sovereign who is 

God’s representative on Earth. 

On the other hand, a paucity of laws can be connected to the utopian genre and the idea 

that in an ideally organised society people are willing to observe traditional customs and 

live virtuously without external coercion. Internal disposition to a desired behaviour, 

social pressure and mutual surveillance are efficient, and they do not need to be rein-

forced by legislation. More, too, writes that Utopians have “very few laws, because, 

with their social system, very few laws are required” (Utopia, 65; 106). The control of 
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individual citizens is based on mutual surveillance, and one must remember that “eve-

ryone has his eyes on you” (Utopia, 84). The “laws are very few” also in the City of 

Sun, where there are officials who keep an eye on citizens and ensure that they live vir-

tuously (City of Sun, 101; 41). 

The sovereign in Cavendish’s ideal commonwealth naturally has the absolute right to 

decide on the scope and content of legislation as well as amend laws. The paucity of 

laws leaves a wide scope of discretion to the sovereign and increases her power. How-

ever, Hintz suggests that when the commonwealth is peaceful, no changes can be made 

to the government, including legislation, because it may lead to political instability 

(Hintz 1996, 34). Cavendish indeed hints in her fiction that the Empress, at the begin-

ning of her reign, introduced some changes to the government. At the end of Book I of 

The Blazing World, Cavendish states that some time has passed and after the Empress 

has been in power for a while she laments that her previously peaceful society has be-

come unstable. She suspects that the Blazing World is more unstable because of the 

changes she has made, and the Duchess advises her to restore the old form of govern-

ment. The Empress replies that 

she would willingly follow her advice; but she thought it would be an 

eternal disgrace to her, to alter her own decrees, acts and laws. To which 

the Duchess answered, that it was so far from a disgrace, as it would rather 

be for her Majesty’s eternal honour, to return from a worse to a better, and 

would express and declare her to be more than ordinary wise and good; so 

wise, as to perceive her own errors, and so good, as not to persist in them, 

which few did; for which, said she, you will get a glorious fame in this 

world, and an eternal glory hereafter (BW, 88–89). 

It is challenging to interpret what Cavendish means by this section on altering the gov-

ernment, because she does not say what kind of a system is reintroduced. Strictly speak-

ing, the sovereign never altered the form of government if it is understood to refer to 

absolute monarchy. The Blazing World was an absolute monarchy before the Empress 

acquired power. Moreover, following the Duchess’s advice, she did not write a moral 

cabbala or introduce new legislation. According to Broad and Green, the Empress 

makes only a few alterations in the Blazing World because the commonwealth was al-

ready well governed (Broad & Green 2009, 206–207). Therefore, the changes that 

Cavendish refers to are quite minor, and based on the textual evidence in The Blazing 

World they only concern science and religion. The Empress’s decision to establish 

schools and scientific societies led to factions in the Blazing World, which were one 

potential cause of unrest and instability. Having noticed this, she dissolved the societies. 

Another important change concerns religion. Cavendish fails to say whether the change 
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of government means that the Empress returns to the old religion of the natives, aban-

doning the new religion that she introduced. According to Hintz, restoring the old form 

of government does include reintroduction of the old religion even though the new re-

ligion leads to tranquillity as well (Hintz 1996, 28). Cottegnies holds that the Empress 

restores the old religion of the Blazing World, and the female congregation is dissolved 

(Cottegnies 2010, 90). However, there is no textual evidence in The Blazing World con-

cerning the possible restoration of the old religion, so it is impossible to find support for 

(or against) the interpretations offered by Hintz and Cottegnies. 

Hintz and Battigelli argue that Cavendish’s discussion on restoration reflects her prefer-

ence for maintaining the old form of government and avoiding novelty. This reading 

indicates that by her notions on reintroducing the old form of government, Cavendish 

only expresses her support for monarchy and opposition to Cromwell’s reign. Hintz 

suggests that Cavendish does not attempt to recommend political changes with her phi-

losophy and utopia (Hintz 1996, 34). Battigelli argues that the question of restoration is 

connected to Cavendish’s general unwillingness to consider political change (Battigelli 

1998, 55). It is obvious that Cavendish argues for monarchy and sustaining it, but 

changes within this form of government are possible. In my view Cavendish seems to 

have no trouble allowing the sovereign the right to amend government and laws when 

necessary. As she points out by the voice of the Duchess, changes can be good and 

beneficial, and they can indicate that the sovereign is wise and prudent, having the 

common sense that is required in order to govern a commonwealth, and therefore add-

ing to her fame and glory. 

Cavendish does not discuss whether the sovereign is subject to the positive laws of the 

commonwealth. Based on the notions of the theorists on whom Cavendish draws, it is 

possible that she would argue that the sovereign is exempted from positive laws. New-

castle holds that the king is responsible for bringing in civil and common law, that is, all 

legislation, and as the source of law, the monarch is above the laws that he creates (Ad-

vice, 34; 54). Filmer contends that the sovereign is not bound by positive laws. How-

ever, the monarch is bound by natural law which derives from God, and he is obliged to 

pursue the common good, having the safety of the commonwealth as the main guiding 

principle (Patriarcha, 35). If positive laws coincide with natural law, in that case the 

monarch is bound by the positive law – but only because of its connection to the natural 

law (Patriarcha, 42). Locke mentions that he “will not dispute now whether Princes are 

exempt from the Laws of their Countrey” (STG §195, 413), but he notes that all indi-
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viduals are subject to the positive laws of the commonwealth (STG §94, 348). This 

means that even governors and legislators are bound by all laws, which also set limits to 

their powers (STG §134, 374; §143, 382). Moreover, princes and governors are subject 

to “Laws of God and Nature” (STG §195, 413). Hobbes holds that the sovereign is not 

bound by civil law (L XXVI, 184). The sovereign is subject to natural law even though 

he is powerful enough to be able to breach it (L XXIX, 224; XXIV, 172). However, he 

should not act against the moral law but govern in accordance with it (Ryan 1996, 232). 

Cavendish’s contemporaries are, therefore, unanimous that the sovereign or the rulers 

are beyond the reach of positive laws but bound by natural law derived from God. This 

idea is the creation of the early modern era, and John of Salisbury, for instance, wrote 

that the monarch is subject to all laws (Policraticus, Book IV, Chapter 2, 30). 

As there are few laws to govern the conduct of subjects, the principles guiding the mon-

arch in ruling the commonwealth are equally few and straightforward in Cavendish’s 

ideal society. The only goals of government are harmony and peace, which are for 

Cavendish the highest goods in society (Boyle 2006, 254). The main task of the sover-

eign is to promote these goods, and the principle of peace and stability serves to guide 

the monarch’s political actions and policies. The monarch keeps the commonwealth 

peaceful and maintains her status as an absolute sovereign by skilful governing, and so, 

for Cavendish, government is an art (James 2003, xxi). She holds that there is no need 

for a political cabbala
19

 or even a political theory because “the chief and only ground in 

government, was but reward and punishment” (BW, 69). Rewards and punishments, 

examples of which are the chapels built by the Empress, are used to maintain peace and 

order in the society. They do not require physical force but governing is directed at sub-

jects’ psychology. The sovereign must persuade (or, rather, manipulate) the subjects, 

with rewards and punishments when necessary, to obey her and make them willing to 

live peacefully. Since government is an art for Cavendish, the skills of the sovereign are 

crucial for achieving the goals of peace and harmony (James 2003, xxi). This also ex-

plains why Cavendish finds it important to discuss the qualities of the ideal monarch in 

The Blazing World. 

Newcastle shares Cavendish’s view on government as an art. He holds that a ruler ought 

to read men instead of books, since governing concerns dealing with people and under-

standing human beings is vital for the sovereign (Advice, 68–69). Practical abilities can-

                                                 
19

 Political cabbala means “a comprehensive set of insights into the truth about politics” (James 2003, 

xxi). 
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not be learned from books. Cavendish and Newcastle depart from Hobbes, for whom 

politics is a science, and who is against utilising the reigns of past rulers or previous 

political systems as models for organising current affairs (Ryan 1996, 212–214). 

Cavendish, instead, draws on actual political practices and ceremonies of the Roman 

Empire. She was also inspired by Elizabeth I, who used manipulation of “her court and 

courtiers” in governing England (Jowitt 1997, 390). These examples from history that 

Cavendish utilises support the reading that she considers government to be an art. The 

idea of government as an art, in turn, lends support to the reading that The Blazing 

World can be seen as a book of advice to an ideal monarch, containing practical instruc-

tions for governing a commonwealth. 

The highest good in society, peace, is the central question in Cavendish’s political phi-

losophy and it is present in all the themes of The Blazing World, which I have discussed 

above. To sum it up, one of the reasons why monarchy is the best form of government is 

the absolute monarch’s superior ability to maintain peace, scientific inquiry is designed 

to promote peace, and the function of religion is to ensure stability. Critics unanimously 

agree that Cavendish’s political thought is pervaded by the fear of political unrest and 

its potential to threaten the politic body, the monarch (James 2003, ix; Broad & Green 

2009, 200; Battigelli 1998, 45; Fowler 1996, 39–40). Due to the horrors of the civil war, 

Cavendish attempts to create a political system that ensures the obedience of subjects 

and prevents the emergence of factions. This goal was shared by her seventeenth-

century contemporaries and, even though Hobbes, Filmer and Newcastle differ in their 

views on what would promote peace, they all strive for the same outcome. Utopias are 

also descriptions of how to attain peace. Elizabeth I, too, promoted peace and had it as 

her main objective (Broad & Green 209, 105–106). 

Cavendish’s ideal society is 

so well ordered that it could not be mended; for it was governed without 

secret and deceiving policy; neither was there any ambition, factions, ma-

licious detractions, civil dissentions, or home-bred quarrels, divisions in 

religion, foreign wars, etc. but all the people lived in a peaceful society, 

united tranquillity, and religious conformity (BW, 75–76). 

The ultimate goal of the government is to make the society harmonious, “so that all the 

world might be as one united family, without divisions; nay, like God, and his blessed 

saints and angels” (BW, 87). This is also an interesting metaphor of the sovereign as a 

God-like, divine authority, and subjects as saint-like, morally virtuous angels. 
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Thell contends that Cavendish’s plans for a united society are doomed to fail. Absolute 

monarchy is a form of government that inevitably produces factions because the society 

is divided into those who rule and those who are ruled (Thell 2008, 451, footnote 8). 

However, in my view Cavendish’s ideal society can be united even though it consists of 

classes, as the unity that she describes concerns opinion. Cavendish argues in favour of 

a society where the basic structures and institutions of the government are approved of 

by everyone. In the Blazing World this goal is achieved, as all citizens agree on submis-

sion to the monarch, religious practices and shared values. The division of the society 

into the monarch and the subjects is consistent with the idea of unity as long as the ruler 

and the ruled are of the same opinion as to who ought to rule and on the roles of the 

ruler and the ruled. Therefore, Thell’s notion of the disruption of unity fails to reveal a 

contradiction or a problem in Cavendish’s theory. 

What supports this interpretation of unity as a unity of opinion is that for Cavendish, an 

important part of governing a commonwealth is quelling different opinions (Broad & 

Green 2009, 215). Dissent on politics, religion or science is prohibited. The regime of 

the Blazing World is based on secrecy and surveillance (Cottegnies 2010, 73). The state 

controls beliefs and opinions, quelling differences of opinion before they escalate and 

cause instability. For this reason there are limits to the freedom of expression in Caven-

dish’s ideal society. As Hintz notes, Cavendish’s stable society requires “the suppres-

sion of differences of opinion, lively discussion and fanciful disagreement” (Hintz 1996, 

34). Citizens are expected to obey the Empress without questioning her authority and 

conform to the same religion. Religious debate is not allowed because there is a connec-

tion between religious debate and political conflict (Hintz 1996, 25). The state limits 

scientific inquiry and scientists are prohibited from arguing. The personal freedom of 

citizens is considerably restricted. All policies in Cavendish’s ideal society aim at peace 

at the cost of freedom. The price of peace, limited freedom, is mostly paid by the citi-

zens, although the sovereign is not exempted. She has to pursue the good of the com-

monwealth as a whole instead of her own personal benefit, which sets limits to her free-

dom. This is consistent with the fact that the rulers govern because they have to and 

because they are most able to do it, not because they desire the personal benefits that 

governing might endow. Cavendish is not concerned about substantial limits to freedom 

because for her, freedom is secondary to peace (Boyle 2006, 257). On the other hand, it 

is not clear how Cavendish would define freedom. Filmer, for example, considers that 

the greatest liberty consists of living under a monarch (Patriarcha, 4). To Hobbes free-
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dom means lack of physical restraints (L XXI, 145–146). If Cavendish, too, holds lib-

erty to be of this nature, perhaps she would consider the citizens of her ideal society to 

be free, even though a modern reader would disagree with her. 

Many other writers of the seventeenth century also discuss freedom and its limits. New-

castle supports limiting the freedom of speech (Advice, 21; Fowler 1996, 43). He writes 

that disputes and controversies ought to be allowed only in schools because differences 

of opinion in intellectual and religious matters cause conflicts (Advice, 21; Broad & 

Green 2009, 214). Most people should remain uneducated, and books on controversial 

topics may be written only in Latin, or they ought to be censored and prohibited alto-

gether if they may cause disorder (Advice, 20–21). To ensure that dissenting opinions do 

not emerge, the learned citizens should keep an eye on each other. For example, bishops 

must ensure that all chaplains are “orthodox” (Advice, 21–22). Hobbes argues for lim-

ited freedom of speech as well as censorship of doctrines and books to quell different 

views and dissent, as governing a commonwealth involves governing people’s opinions 

(L XVIII, 124–125). Filmer seems to hold that freedom of speech is a privilege granted 

by the ruler, and it is not a natural right (Patriarcha, 55–56). The existence of freedom 

of speech and its possible limits are determined by the monarch, and on condition that 

the holders of this privilege remain loyal and obedient to him (Patriarcha, 56). In Ben-

salem, too, the scientists refrain from publishing all scientific discoveries, some of 

which are kept secret (New Atlantis, 80). 

Cavendish does not discuss whether the subjects have the right to rebel if the sovereign 

fails to promote the common good or harms the commonwealth. Broad and Green argue 

that in Orations Cavendish is against the right to resist rulers even if they are tyrannical 

(Broad & Green 2009, 213). In The Blazing World she provides no answer, perhaps 

assuming that in an ideally governed commonwealth there is no need for subjects to 

rebel or desire a change in government. The idea that the citizens have no right to op-

pose the sovereign is present in other seventeenth-century political texts, too. Hobbes 

holds that subjects may not rebel against the sovereign (L XVIII, 123–124). Filmer feels 

that even a tyrant ought to pursue the public good because his material needs and men 

to fight in his army are provided by his subjects, on whom he is dependent, and to pre-

serve his life and position he should rule well (Patriarcha, 31). Even if the sovereign 

fails to rule well, subjects have no right to rebel against him (Sommerville 1991, xvi). 
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6. Conclusion 

The Blazing World was widely read in Cavendish’s lifetime, but soon after her death it 

was forgotten and rediscovered only in the early 1900s. Cavendish was generally re-

spected by her contemporaries, while in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries she was 

presented as a mentally unstable person, and her works were not valued. This bad repu-

tation was created by critics who were against women publishing their writings and par-

ticipating in public life (Whitaker 2002, 358–366). Cavendish was unjustly considered 

mad and was ridiculed for centuries. Because she was accused of madness and her writ-

ings were disregarded, her influence in the development of political thought from the 

late seventeenth century onwards is minimal, if she had any influence on philosophers 

of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries at all. Her possible influence would also have 

been limited to British philosophy because she wrote in English, and out of her texts 

only the biography of her husband was translated into Latin (Whitaker 2002, 312). 

Cavendish has been taken more seriously only since the 1980s, when interest in her 

writings, as well as the works of the female philosophers of past centuries in general, 

emerged. 

Cavendish and The Blazing World indeed deserve scholarly attention. The novel is an 

intriguing political utopia in which Cavendish discusses government, structures of soci-

ety, religion and science. In her utopia she offers her view on an ideal society, character-

ised by peace and stability. It cannot be achieved easily because it requires absolute 

monarchy, strict hierarchy and limited freedom. The Blazing World and its themes are 

rather similar to those of political treatises and other utopias of the seventeenth century. 

It has also many similarities with Renaissance mirror-for-princes literature, and the 

problems they explore are remarkably similar. Both The Blazing World and mirrors-for-

princes contain advice for monarchs on how to govern a commonwealth and what quali-

ties the ruler ought to have, and they are expressions of support for hierarchy, peace and 

stability, as well as a high level of education for the ruler (Skinner 1978a, 213–243). 

This connection to political theorising gives The Blazing World more credibility and the 

status of a work of political philosophy. The novel reveals Cavendish’s familiarity with 

the systems of politics and religion in the Roman Empire, as well as political theorising 

of the Renaissance and the seventeenth century. Perhaps most importantly, it also indi-

cates that Cavendish was an independent political thinker who participated in the phi-

losophical discussion of the seventeenth century, offering her own and unique contribu-

tion in the form of a utopia. 
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Cavendish’s notions on laws and the lack of a need for a political cabbala suggest that 

she was reluctant to provide explicitly a comprehensive theory of politics. However, 

this may be an example of the self-abnegation which is typical of her writings. In my 

view her discussion on government in The Blazing World as a whole, covering topics on 

the maintenance of peace, religion, monarchy and the qualities of the monarch, consti-

tute a system that we today would call a theory of politics. She has expressed her views 

in the form of a utopia; in terms of content there is a theory of politics in The Blazing 

World. 
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